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Zusammenfassung

Modellbasierte Ansätze zur Bewertung der Dienstgüte (QoS) ermöglichen es,
Schwachstellen in dem Entwurf komplexer Software-Systeme frühzeitig zu iden-
tifizieren und Entwurfsentscheidungen gegeneinander abzuwägen. In datenin-
tensiven Unternehmensanwendungen hängt die QoS maßgeblich von Zugriffen
auf den angeschlossenen Datenbanken ab. Deshalb müssen diese berücksich-
tigt werden, um aussagekräftige QoS-Vorhersagen treffen zu können. Daten-
banksysteme setzen Protokolle zur Mehrbenutzerkontrolle ein, um gleichzeitig
ausgeführte Transaktionen voneinander zu isolieren. Die von ihnen eingesetz-
ten Isolations-Mechanismen, wie beispielsweise Sperren, können sich auf die
QoS des Gesamtsystems auswirken.

Palladio ist ein Rahmenwerk zur Vorhersage der QoS auf Architekturebene.
Es umfasst mit dem Palladio Component Model (PCM) ein Architekturmodell
aus dem sich durch analytische Verfahren und Simulation Vorhersagen für kom-
ponentenbasierte Software-Systeme ableiten lassen. Bisher verfügt das PCM
über keine explizite Modellierung von Datenbanken und Datenbankzugriffen.
Um präzise QoS-Vorhersagen für datenintensive Systeme zu treffen, müssten
Softwarearchitekten und Komponentenentwickler in jeder PCM-Instanz manu-
ell den eingesetzten Isolations-Mechanismus spezifizieren. Aufgrund der hohen
Komplexität der Isolations-Mechanismen sehen PCM-Instanzen, die datenin-
tensive Anwendungen beschreiben, für gewöhnlich über deren Auswirkungen
auf die QoS der Anwendung hinweg.

In dieser Masterarbeit wird Palladio um eine Modellierung von Datenbank-
zugriffen und die Simulation von Mehrbenutzerkontrolle erweitert. Es wird
ein Modell auf Basis des Zwei-Phasen-Sperrprotokoll (2PL) entwickelt, um
Konflikte zwischen Transaktionen vorherzusagen. Das Modell behandelt Kon-
flikte auf einem der Architekturebene angemessenen Abstraktionsniveau. Das
Konflikt-Modell wird an den bestehenden PCM-Simulator EventSim gekop-
pelt. EventSim kann so die von Konflikten verursachten Verzögerungen bei der
Simulation von PCM-Instanzen berücksichtigen. In einer Evaluation werden
die Vorhersagen des erweiterten Simulators mit Messungen auf einer MySQL-
Datenbank verglichen. Gemessene Abweichungen konnten auf Besonderheiten
der 2PL-Implementierung von MySQL zurückgeführt werden, die sich durch
manuelle Anpassungen an der Modellierung des Evaluationssystems deutlich
verringern ließen. Die Ergebnisse der Evaluation deuten darauf hin, dass un-
sere Erweiterung die Performanz-Auswirkungen von 2PL korrekt abbildet.
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Abstract

Model-based Quality of Service (QoS) prediction approaches enable an early
identification of bottlenecks in the design of complex software systems. In
addition, they allow software architects to evaluate design decisions against
each other. In data-intensive business applications, database accesses have a
significant impact on a system’s QoS. Therefore, these accesses need to be con-
sidered in order to derive meaningful QoS predictions. Database management
systems use concurrency control protocols to guarantee that concurrently ex-
ecuted transactions are isolated against each other. Their employed isolation
mechanisms, e.g. locks, may affect the QoS of the whole software system.

Palladio is a framework for QoS predictions on an architectural level. It com-
prises an architectural model, the Palladio Component Model (PCM), out
of which QoS predictions can be derived via analytical and simulative tech-
niques. Thus far, the PCM doesn’t include an explicit modeling of databases
and database accesses. In order to derive precise QoS predictions for data-
intensive systems, software architects and component developers would have
to manually specify the system’s isolation mechanism in each PCM instance.
Due to the complexity of isolation mechanisms, their QoS implications are
hence commonly disregarded by PCM instances that describe data-intensive
application systems.

This master thesis extends Palladio to model database accesses and simulate
concurrency control. A model based on the two-phase locking (2PL) proto-
col is developed. The model predicts conflicts between transactions on an
abstraction level suited for architectural performance predictions. In order
to enable the prediction of delays caused by concurrency control, the conflict
model is coupled with the existing PCM simulator EventSim. An evalua-
tion compares predictions of the enhanced simulator with measurements from
a MySQL database. Initial differences between measured and predicted re-
sults could be traced back to properties specific to the 2PL implementation of
MySQL. These differences could be considerably reduced through manual ad-
justments to the evaluated system’s modeling. The evaluation results indicate
that our extension validly represents the performance impact of 2PL.
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1. Introduction

Evaluating Quality of Service (QoS) properties of a system architecture in early develop-
ment stages can prevent expensive architectural revisions late in the system’s development
process. A recent example that illustrates the importance of a structured design process
that includes a systematic analysis of architectural design decisions is the development
of the online platform healthcare.gov. When the US Health Department introduced the
health insurance comparison portal, it quickly crumbled under its user load. Even though
the site eventually became stable, millions of additional dollars had been spent and all
parties involved in its development were discredited. An article published by the New
York Times [LAL13] sheds light on some of the organizational and architectural mishaps
that resulted in the platform’s failed launch. Tests performed shortly before the launch
demonstrated that the system wasn’t even able to handle workload volumes with low con-
currency levels, as the article’s authors point out. Evaluating deployed software systems
through measurements and benchmarks can help identify bottlenecks in their resource en-
vironment. If, however, the cause of lacking QoS lies in architectural design flaws, it often
cannot be fixed without redesigning and reimplementing major parts of the software. This
was the case for healthcare.gov: Its architectural design couldn’t keep up with constantly
changing requirements [LAL13].

Over the last decade, a set of frameworks has been proposed that aid software archi-
tects in designing software systems by predicting their QoS [BdIS04, Koz10, BKR09].
The frameworks provide an architectural model, based on which software systems can be
described. For this architectural model, the frameworks define analytical or simulative
prediction approaches that derive QoS metrics for a modeled system instance. Besides
performance predictions for software systems that haven’t been implemented yet, these
prediction frameworks are also helpful for predicting the effect that changes to the ar-
chitecture or environment of deployed systems have on the QoS (cf. [BKK09]). The
frameworks derive their predictions by transforming the system model into an analytical
or simulative model. Afterward, the frameworks derive estimates of QoS properties from
the transformed model. While analytical models are fast to derive sound estimates for
smaller systems [BKR09], they aren’t suited for predictions of larger systems due to the
so-called state space explosion problem [Kou06]. Simulative models avoid the state space
explosion by going through a discrete sequence of system states. Thereby, simulation runs
only have to record the effect every simulation step has on the system’s QoS.

Large enterprise applications persist and communicate information, such as customer data
and pending orders, through databases. Applications signal a database to execute a set
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2 1. Introduction

of operations together by grouping them in a transaction. When a significant portion of
an enterprise application’s services interact with databases, database performance needs
to be accounted for. Otherwise, the accuracy of performance predictions for the whole
enterprise application system suffers. Besides the load they issue on physical resources,
such as CPU and HDD, the performance of database operations is impacted by concurrency
control protocols. Database management systems (DBMS) employ these protocols in
order to establish a certain level of isolation between transactions. Low isolation levels
allow some interactions between concurrently running transactions, while high isolation
levels guarantee that a transaction’s execution is equivalent to a sequential one. Common
concurrency control protocols are multi-versioning and two-phase locking (2PL). The 2PL
protocol isolates transactions from one another by setting locks on database rows or tables.
When a transaction requests a lock that is already held by another transaction, it has to
wait for the owner to release the lock. This effect is known as lock contention. Since
a service call can only continue executing once its issued database operations have gone
through, lock contention considerably impacts the call’s performance.

Performance predictions of architectural models aren’t conducted for their own sake. Be-
sides giving us an early performance estimate, they allow software developers to compare
different design alternatives against each other. Both the database architecture and access
patterns to the database influence the performance of an enterprise application system. In
order to derive meaningful QoS estimations of the software system, an architectural model
needs to define how the modeled application interacts with databases.

Various attempts have been made at incorporating database performance into architectural
performance prediction models [MG00, BKK09, Ple07]. Since these models do not consider
lock contention, their prediction models cannot accurately capture the performance of
usage scenarios that involve high contention. While there are database models that account
for lock contention, they either make too many simplifying assumptions that result in
imprecise predictions [MW85, DSPC+10], or they construct models with a level of detail
unfit for an architectural modeling and analysis [OCK13].

This master thesis investigates how model-based performance prediction approaches can in-
corporate transactional behavior. Our focus lies on predicting the performance of database
queries built upon a suitable abstraction of conflicts between transactions. In particular,
we pursue a simulative approach to predict the effects of lock contention under 2PL. Us-
ing the example of the Palladio Component Model (PCM) [BKR09], we explore different
alternatives for modeling transactions and database interactions in an architectural mod-
eling framework for component-based software systems. These enhancements are then
mapped to a performance simulator that predicts the contention-induced waiting times of
individual database queries and transactions.

1.1 Contributions

This thesis aims for an integration of transactional concepts with the Palladio approach.
It encompasses meta-model extensions as well as a conflict simulator that predicts the
influence of lock contention on the response time of individual transactions. To be more
specific, this master thesis makes the following contributions:

1. We develop a novel stochastic model for determining conflicts between transactions
under 2PL. Our conflict model is, to the best of our knowledge, the first to simulta-
neously

a) model the access sets of transactions on a per-row-level,
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1.2. Structure 3

b) allow transactions to iteratively expand their access sets via database opera-
tions with distinct characteristics, such as the accessed table and the number
of accessed rows,

c) maintain actual conflict dependencies between transactions rather than relying
on estimations,

while abstracting from the identity of individual rows in the database.

2. We enhance the PCM with the modeling of tables, transactions and database op-
erations. The transactions can be seamlessly integrated with PCM’s behavioral
specification of services.

3. We develop a conflict simulator that uses our conflict model to determine which
transactions stand in conflict with each other. Our simulator is coupled with the
Palladio simulator EventSim [MH11]. We enhance EventSim in order to delegate
the simulation of transactions and database operations to our conflict simulator.

4. We validate our integrated simulator against MySQL’s 2PL implementation. The
predicted behavior is compared against the measured results on the basis of a con-
tention benchmark on a simple database.

Even though our conflict model and PCM extension make similar assumptions on the
granularity of database and access modeling, they are designed so that they can be inde-
pendently reused and replaced. For example, we want to allow the conflict model to be
substituted by other models that recreate the behavior of different concurrency control
protocols, such as multi-versioning.

1.2 Structure

This thesis is structured as follows:

• Chapter 2 outlines the foundations of our work. It briefly introduces Software Perfor-
mance Engineering and Component-Based Software Engineering (CBSE), in whose
scope our work falls. We sketch the Palladio approach, which encompasses the PCM,
as well as simulators that predict the QoS of PCM instances. Since we are interested
in simulating the performance implications of database interactions, the section also
conveys fundamental characteristics of DBMS.

• In chapter 3, we discuss related work from the areas of software and database per-
formance prediction.

• Chapter 4 presents our conflict model. Before developing the conflict model, we dis-
cuss the suitability of existing PCM constructs to model lock contention in databases.
After our model’s stochastic foundations have been established, we explain how con-
flicts between transactions can be algorithmically determined. In order to make the
algorithm more comprehensive, the algorithm is introduced in two steps with differ-
ent abstraction levels. Finally, the conflict algorithm’s complexity is evaluated both
theoretically and experimentally.

• Chapter 5 outlines how we extend the PCM to enable the modeling of transactions
and database operations. We also devise a modeling abstraction for tables, which
allows tables to be shared by multiple components.

• In chapter 6, we describe the architecture of our concurrency control simulator.
Further, the chapter explains how we integrate our concurrency control simulator
with the Palladio simulator EventSim.

3



4 1. Introduction

• Chapter 7 provides an evaluation of our concurrency control simulator. Our simulator
is compared against MySQL’s 2PL implementation. As we could identify deviations
between simulation and measurements, implementation characteristics of MySQL’s
lock acquisition policy are explored. Using a workaround in our conflict model, we
bring the simulation results in line with the measurements on the MySQL database.

• An alternative conflict model is sketched in section 8. The motivation behind the
conflict model is our conflict model’s lacking ability to capture certain properties of
MySQL’s lock acquisition policy. It is built upon a different access model than our
conflict model presented in chapter 4.

• Finally, section 9 summarizes this master thesis and discusses areas of interest for
potential future work.

4



2. Foundations

This chapter outlines the fundamental concepts of research fields our approach is built
upon. Section 2.1 establishes a definition of software performance engineering. Section 2.2
conveys the foundations of Component-Based Software Engineering (CBSE). The follow-
ing section 2.3.1 delineates the Palladio approach. The Palladio approach systemizes the
architectural description of component-based software systems and enables software per-
formance engineering at design time. Finally, section 2.4 gives an overview of a DBMS’s
architecture. It outlines the functioning of the two-phase locking protocol, whose perfor-
mance impact this thesis aims at integrating into Palladio’s performance prediction.

2.1 Software Performance Engineering

Historically, software engineering has focused on the realization of functional requirements.
By and large, non-functional requirements, such as performance, were ignored in early de-
sign phases. Instead of designing the software system around the requirements of the
system environment and workloads, systems usually were retrofitted to meet these re-
quirements (cf. [Men02]). Ignoring non-functional requirements in earlier design phases
cascades through the whole development process: A performance bottleneck within the
architecture can’t be resolved by using better algorithms. Instead, several development
phases have to be rolled back and rerun. To avoid costly redevelopments and lackluster
software systems, we have to consider non-functional requirements such as performance in
all development phases.

Software performance engineering (SPE) [Smi81] refers to the development of software
based on the systematic inclusion of performance aspects in all development phases. The
term SPE was first introduced in 1981 by Connie Smith [Smi81]. In [Smi07], Smith provides
an overview of earlier work in the area of SPE. The succeeding definition forms the basis
for the author’s look on SPE’s implications on software engineering.

Definition 2.1 Definition of Software Performance Engineering by [Smi07]
“Software performance engineering (SPE) is a systematic, quantitative approach to con-
structing software systems that meet performance requirements.”

Smith proposes an iterative SPE process interweaved with the whole software development
process. For every step in the software engineering process, such as the architectural design
or implementation, performance analysts [Smi07] explore criteria for performance-relevant

5



6 2. Foundations

requirements like throughput or average waiting times. When creating an iteration’s ar-
tifacts, such as an architectural description or the software design, software developers
involved in the development of an application have to “apply SPEs general principles, pat-
terns and antipatterns” [Smi07]. After every step of the SPE process proposed by Smith,
the step’s artifacts are to be translated into a performance model. The performance model
needs to capture the essential performance characteristics of the software system with a
suitable level of abstraction. The performance analysts utilize the performance model to
evaluate whether the artifacts comply with the defined performance criteria.

In a paper from 2002, Menascé had argued that SPE was yet to be comprehensively inte-
grated into the software engineering process [Men02]. The author attributed this, among
other reasons, to the lack of a comprehensible modeling abstraction of non-functional soft-
ware properties on the level of software architecture and design. This, however, would be
necessary to enable software engineers to predict the performance of their designed soft-
ware. To facilitate SPE, the architectural design as well as the implementation of software
systems needs to be accompanied by the evaluation of performance aspects. Testing is an
established method of evaluating the performance of (partially) implemented and deployed
software systems [WFP07, WV00, AKLW02]. Finding an appropriate abstraction of SPE
aspects on an architectural level is still an active area of research [Koz10, GMS07, BKR09].
Among the proposed architectural abstractions are specialized architectural performance
models [GMS07, BKR09]. Unlike UML’s modeling facilities, they are specifically designed
for automated QoS analyzes. In sections 2.3 and 3.1 we further discuss these architectural
performance models, specifically the PCM.

2.2 Component-Based Software Engineering

Component-Based Software Engineering (CBSE) comprises approaches that are aimed at
the systematic construction of software systems out of components. Constructing software
systems from well-defined software building blocks is hardly a new idea and has been
around since 1968 [McI69]. However, it took over thirty years for CBSE to be established
as a key discipline of software engineering, as is pointed out in [SGM02, p. xxi ff.]. In
the following, we will take a closer look at the key aspects of software components based
on a definition given by Szyperski et al. [SGM02, p. 41]. According to the authors, this
definition originates from the Workshop on Component-Oriented Programming held at the
1996 European Conference on Object-Oriented Programming.

Definition 2.2 Definition of Software Components [SGM02, p. 41]
“A software component is a unit of composition with contractually specified interfaces and
explicit context dependencies only. A software component can be deployed independently
and is subject to composition by third parties.”

In order for components to be units of independent deployment, each component “needs
to be well separated from its environment and other components” [SGM02, p. 36]. This
implies that all requirements and dependencies of components are either contained within
a component, or defined in the component’s interfaces. Components are units of third-
party composition [SGM02, p. 36]. Therefore, the composing party must be able to
treat a component as a black-box. Implementation details of the component need to be
encapsulated behind well-defined interfaces. Szyperski et al. stress that the interfaces
need to be self-contained [SGM02, p. 36]: According to the authors, an interface needs
to fully define a component’s provided services and how it interacts with the component
environment [SGM02, p. 36]. Dependencies with other components are only permitted if
they are explicitly stated in the interface.

6



2.2. Component-Based Software Engineering 7

Szyperski et al. clarify that the contractual specification of components is not limited
to a pure definition of interfaces and dependencies [SGM02, p. 42]. It extends to the
contractual specification of deployment, as well as the instantiation scenario behavior.
The authors note that the contractual specification of a component thereby not only
encompasses provided and required interfaces, but also how the provided and required
services in said interfaces can interact with each other and the system’s environment
[SGM02, p. 42]. Hence, the contractual specification of a component defines component
properties that are fundamental to the component’s provided QoS. While a more efficient
implementation or deployment can improve the QoS of a component, it cannot overcome
QoS characteristics induced by its architectural design.

2.2.1 Development Process

Component 

Interface

Component 

Specification

Deployed 

Component

Component 

Object

Component 

Implementation

1..* * 1 * 1 * 1 *

Figure 2.1: Component forms, as illustrated by Cheesman and Daniels [CD01, p. 7]

Cheesman and Daniels describe a development process for CBSE [CD01]. In the following,
we summarize the authors’ proposed development process. The process is based on a dif-
ferentiation of components into component forms [CD01, pp. 4-8]. Figure 2.1 depicts the
relation between these component forms. Component interfaces [CD01, p. 5] specify a set
of services a modeled component can require or provide. A component specification [CD01,
p. 5] comprises the interfaces required and provided by an individual component. A com-
ponent implementation [CD01, p. 5] realizes the behavior of a component, as outlined by
a component specification. Various implementations can be provided for the same com-
ponent specification. The implementation must satisfy all the requirements defined by its
component specification, given that all of the implementation component’s requirements
are satisfied by the components it is coupled with. Once we deploy an implementation
component, it is referred to as a deployed or an installed component [CD01, p. 6]. Through
the deployment, an implemented component is now set in an actual deployment context
where the dependencies to required components have been resolved. Multiple implemen-
tations of the same component specification can be independently deployed [CD01, p. 8].
Component objects form instances of these deployed components [CD01, p. 8]. The dif-
ference between deployed components and component objects is best explained with an
example: A DBMS solution deployed on a system is a deployed component, while the
component object is the deployed DBMS including its state in the form of tables and their
contained data.

Cheesman and Daniels’ development process is based on the Rational Unified Process
(RUP) [CD01, p. 26]. The RUP is subdivided into several workflows. A workflow produces
artifacts that then can be used as input for other workflows. Four essential workflows are
distinguished by the authors. “The requirements workflow generates a business concept
model and a use case model” [CD01, p. 26]. Based on these models, the components’
specifications are defined and a first architectural model of the component-based system is
built in the specification workflow [CD01, pp. 26-28]. The provisioning workflow controls
the development and selection of suitable components for the component-based system
[CD01, p. 28]. Individual components are put together to form the component-based
system in the assembly workflow [CD01, p. 28]. The workflows aren’t completed strictly
sequentially like in the waterfall model. Instead, they are run through iteratively in order
to incorporate the results from previously completed workflows.
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2.2.2 Performance Evaluation

Applying the concept of SPE to the CBSE process is difficult, as the performance of the
CBSE doesn’t only depend on the implementation details of a jointly specified software
system. Instead, SPE needs to be performed for individually defined components that
are brought together in the component assembly after they have been specified. CBSE is
based on the black-box principle: The interfaces of a component fully specify all informa-
tion necessary to use and communicate with components. In theory, one should be able to
ignore implementation details of the component. However, the implementation fundamen-
tally contributes to a component’s QoS. To derive meaningful performance predictions of
a component-based system’s architecture, component developers thus need to specify the
performance-relevant characteristics of a component on a higher level before it is actually
implemented.

Manual performance predictions are both infeasible and error-prone for component-based
software systems. Every time another implementation of a component is chosen, or the
deployment environment is altered, the previous predictions need to be reevaluated and
adapted to reflect architectural changes. Therefore, it is good practice to automatically
derive the performance predictions from the architectural description.

As it is impossible to describe the performance characteristics of all potential implemen-
tations on the interface level, the QoS characteristics of each implementation needs to be
specified. Automated QoS predictions of a component-based software system can only be
performed if all performance-influencing factors are formally specified. The performance
of a component doesn’t only depend on its own implementation, but also on the implemen-
tation characteristics of the connected components. In order to facilitate predictions for
the changing software architecture, a component’s implementation-specific performance
properties need to be defined independently of a specific component assembly.

Koziolek classified the factors influencing the performance of individual components [Koz10].
Besides properties of the aforementioned component implementation, he lists four other fac-
tors. Components can specify required services [Koz10] that are invoked by the component
implementation. The deployment platform [Koz10] also plays a major role in determining
its performance. It consists of software and hardware resources. Depending on the usage
profile [Koz10], the input parameters of the component services and the frequency with
which they are called are affected. This changes the load on the component’s deployment
platform and can result in varying levels of resource contention [Koz10]. Koziolek lists
resource contention as the final factor influencing the performance of a software compo-
nent. It refers to the performance implications that shared use of limited resources has
on the execution times of component services. These factors aren’t fixed at the time the
component is specified. Therefore, they need to be left open as parametric dependencies.
In sections 2.3 and 3.1 we discuss CBSE approaches that implement a SPE process for
CBSE.

2.3 Palladio Approach

The Palladio approach [KR08b] provides tools to systematically specify and analyze com-
ponent-based software systems as part of a CBSE process. It comprises the Palladio Com-
ponent Model (PCM) meta-model and “analysis techniques ranging from process algebra
analysis to discrete event simulation” [KR08b]. The PCM brings together the different
roles and responsibilities involved in developing a component-based software system in a
common meta-model. It is structured into different modeling views based on the CBSE
modeling roles outlined by Koziolek and Happe [KH06]. Each view only contains modeling
concerns that are relevant to a specific role in the development process.
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2.3. Palladio Approach 9

The PCM was designed with model-based predictions in mind. Analytical [BKR09, KR08a,
KBH07] and simulative [BKR09, MKK11, MKK11] approaches enable the prediction of
QoS metrics for a modeled PCM instance, such as reliability or response times. Thereby,
it is possible to predict the QoS of the modeled component-based software system in early
development phases.

Section 2.3.1 outlines the PCM and its subdivision over the CBSE developer roles [BKR09].
In section 2.3.2 we discuss simulative approaches that predict the performance of PCM
instances. We skip a discussion of analytical prediction approaches, as this thesis aims at
extending one of Palladio’s simulators.

2.3.1 Palladio Component Model

The PCM is a meta-model for the specification of component-based software architectures
[BKR07, BKR09]. It is geared towards modeling and predicting the quality of a soft-
ware system. Following the development process model proposed by [KH06], PCM enables
the integration of information from different developer roles via domain-specific languages
into a single system model. While there are similarities between UML’s model types and
PCM’s submodels, PCM contrasts itself through its focus on “component-based software
architectures and performance properties” [BKR09]. Using analytical as well as simula-
tive approaches, predictions on the performance and reliability of PCM instances can be
derived. This will be further outlined in section 2.3.2.

The four development roles distinguished within the PCM are the component developer,
software architect, system deployer and domain expert [BKR09]. In the subsequent sections
we will explore the scope of these roles and how they are meshed to create a comprehensive
architectural model of a software system.

2.3.1.1 Component Developer

Component developers specify and implement individual components. Unless a compo-
nent is developed for general reuse, it follows the specifications of a software architect in
the form of interfaces and QoS requirements. For every component, a so-called Service-
Effect Specification (SEFF) [BKR09] is provided by the component developer. The SEFF
correlates the services provided by the component with the requirements of a component,
such as the component’s required services and hardware resources.

The Resource-Demanding Service-Effect Specification (RDSEFF) forms a specialized sub-
set of the SEFF, as [RBB+11, p. 48] describes in greater detail. It is used to model
performance and reliability of the services provided by a component. An RDSEFF is
structured as a sequence of control flow constructs, internal actions and calls to other
services. QoS characteristics of the service are implicitly defined in this abstraction of the
service’s execution behavior. By mapping the provided service to external service calls,
the RDSEFF also captures the impact a service call has on the QoS of the components
that provide these services.

Factors that impact the QoS of a component, which depend on the performance char-
acteristics of the component assembly and deployment, can be left open as parameters.
Stochastic expressions contained in PCMRandomVariables can be utilized to model these
parameters. PCM uses PCMRandomVariables in all of its submodels to model parametric
dependencies using stochastic expressions. Examples for such dependencies in the RD-
SEFFs are the number of loop iterations in a LoopAction or the size of an array accessed
by an InternalAction. They determine aspects relevant to the behavior of a component,
such as the size of an array passed as an input parameter and the CPU load it causes.

9
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ServiceEffectSpecification

seffTypeID : EString
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ResourceDemandingBehaviour AbstractAction

Signature

BasicComponent
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1 *
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Figure 2.2: Overview of Palladio’s RDSEFF subset

The stochastic expressions in PCMRandomVariables are resolved analytically, or evaluated
to a stochastic process at the time of simulation.

Figure 2.2 gives an overview of the model elements related to RDSEFFs. The ResourceDe-
mandingSEFF assigns a ResourceDemandingInternalBehaviour to the ServiceEffect-

Specification. ResourceDemandingInternalBehaviour specializes ResourceDemand-

ingBehaviour. In this ResourceDemandingBehaviour the resource demands of the com-
ponent are modeled as a sequence of internal actions and external service calls. Control
flow constructs, internal computations and external calls are all realized as subclasses of
AbstractAction.

AbstractInternalControlFlowAction
RecoveryAction

InfrastructureCall

InternalCallAction

AcquireAction

ResourceCall

ForkActionAbstractLoopActionStartAction

AbstractAction

ParametricResourceDemand

StopActionBranchActionSetVariableAction

ReleaseAc...

InternalAction

1

*

1

*

0..1

+ successor_AbstractAction

0..1

+ predecessor_AbstractAction

1*

Figure 2.3: Call types and control flow constructs supported by the RDSEFF, as depicted
in [RBB+11, p. 49]

Figure 2.3 depicts a hierarchy of internal actions supported by the RDSEFF. Only actions
derived from AbstractInternalControlFlowAction are allowed to specify resource de-
mands. The actions of an RDSEFF form a sequence of AbstractActions, in which every
action has exactly one predecessor and successor. Control flow constructs, such as branches
or loops, have to be modeled via explicit constructs. BranchAction or LoopAction are
examples of such constructs (cf. [RBB+11, pp. 50-52]). They fit into any RDSEFF and
further subdivide the control flow.

Figure 2.4 illustrates the structure of a LoopAction in greater detail. LoopAction realizes

10



2.3. Palladio Approach 11

Figure 2.4: PCM excerpt sketching the structure of the control flow construct LoopAction

the more general AbstractLoopAction. Every AbstractLoopAction owns a ResourceDe-

mandingBehaviour. The ResourceDemandingBehaviour encapsulates the actions that
constitute the loop body. LoopAction doesn’t model the number of loop iterations as an
implicit condition. Instead, the component developer defines this number as a stochastic
expression in a PCMRandomVariable. Through the association of ResourceDemandingBe-
haviours with other control flow actions, an RDSEFF can be nested to arbitrary depths.

ExternalCallAction is the other main action type besides internal actions. It models a
call to a service provided by a component. Potential resource usage caused by an external
call is derived from its parameters within the RDSEFF of the called service.

Resources are categorized into two types in the PCM. Active resources [RBB+11, p. 62],
such as a CPU or HDD, can be simultaneously utilized by an arbitrary number of calls.
If an active resource is intensively utilized, the performance of individual calls can be
degraded. Contrary to their active counterpart, passive resources [RBB+11, p. 62] cannot
be shared indefinitely. The passive resource holds a set of indivisible resource chunks.
When an action accesses a passive resource, it has to be guaranteed exclusive access to
one element of the passive resource type. Once the resource reaches peak capacity, calls
requesting access to the resource have to wait. [BKR09] names thread and database
connection pools as examples of passive resources. Passive resources are defined within
the context of a specific component. They can only be accessed within that component’s
context.

Demands on active resources are specified parametrically via the ParametricResourceDe-
mand for every internal action. Instead of referring to a concrete instance of a resource,
such as a HDD with 5400 RP/M, an access quantity is provided, e.g. the bytes read by the
call. The actual mapping of these demands to physical resources is done in the allocation
model. We further explain this mapping in section 2.3.1.3. Passive resources are requested
through the AcquireAction displayed in figure 2.3. An AcquireAction demands access
to exactly one element of the passive resource type, as [RBB+11, p. 142] documents.

2.3.1.2 Software Architect

Software architects compose the software system out of individual components to form
a comprehensive model of a component-based software system. This model is known as
the architecture model [BKR09]. The components are assembled based on their required
and provided interfaces. Every component requiring a certain interface must be directly
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connected with another component that provides said interface. A software architect
assembles components in an AssemblyContext using AssemblyConnectors.

Repository

repositoryDescription : EString

Interface DataType

Entity

RepositoryComponent

1

*

1

*

1

*

Figure 2.5: Overview of the repository model subset within the PCM

Components put together in the AssemblyContext are taken from repositories. A Repos-

itory forms a hub, through which component interfaces and specifications are commu-
nicated between component developers and software architects. As figure 2.5 depicts,
the repository comprises a set of components, interfaces and data types. Let us take a
closer look at PCM’s definition of interfaces. “Interfaces are first-class entities in the PCM
and thus exist independently from components” [BKR09]. Therefore, a repository doesn’t
automatically need to provide matching components for all specified interfaces. Every
interface specifies a set of service calls with their signature. “Interfaces are themselves
neither providing nor requiring” [BKR09]. Rather, as noted by [BKR09], a component
defines its functionality and relationship to other components by assuming the role of a
requiring or providing instance of an interface.

A RepositoryComponent is a fully or partially defined implementation component. Among
its subtypes is the ImplementationComponentType. It maps a component specification’s
provided services to RDSEFFs. Thereby, the RepositoryComponent defines all properties
that directly or indirectly impact a component’s QoS. DataTypes are object-like entities,
which are used to specify the parameters and return types of service signatures within
interface definitions (cf. [RBB+11, p. 118 f.]).

2.3.1.3 System Deployer

A system deployer models the available resources of an execution environment and maps
the assembly model to the environment. The part of PCM, in which this mapping is carried
out, is known as the ResourceEnvironment. The resource environment is modeled as a set
of hierarchically structured ResourceContainers. In such a container, the system deployer
specifies a batch of resources that are deployed on the same container. The resources are
instantiated from resource types collected in a global resource repository [BKR09]. This
ResourceRepository usually hosts generic CPU, HDD and network resource types, but
can be expanded to include more specific resource types.

Furthermore, the system deployer is in charge of allocating the components that have been
put together in the assembly model to the modeled resource environment [BKR09]. This
modeling concern is encapsulated in the allocation submodel of the PCM. In the allo-
cation submodel, the system deployer maps the component instances from the assembly
model to the resource environment. It links a set of AllocationContexts to the Re-

sourceEnvironment. An allocation context hosts an AssemblyContext. Each assembly
context maps a component that has been defined in the repository to a ResourceContainer
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2.3. Palladio Approach 13

hosted by a ResourceEnvironment. Becker et al. explain that resource requests defined
within the RDSEFFs of the components are resolved to the resources specified within the
container when the implementation components are mapped onto the ResourceContainer
from the allocation model [BKR09].

2.3.1.4 Domain Expert

In order for us to derive predictions on the quality of a software system, we need to
have knowledge of its users’ behavior. Describing and modeling the user behavior is the
responsibility of the domain expert. He models the properties of the workload in the
usage model. The usage model describes interactions with services provided by the system
in UsageScenarios. A UsageScenario defines the behavior of a user type similar to an
RDSEFF. In it, the user’s interactions are structured as a sequence of consecutive service
calls to the software system intertwined with delays. Resource usage caused by service
calls isn’t explicitly specified in the usage model. Instead, the resource usage is derived
from the RDSEFFs of the called components. The RDSEFFs are parameterized with the
arguments passed with the service calls by the users. Stochastic processes can be used to
define the distribution of these input parameters. In addition, domain experts can specify
the temporal distribution of user arrival times, as well as the type of UsageScenario

triggered by an incoming user, as a stochastic process.

There are two types of workloads in usage models: closed and open workloads [BKR09]. A
closed workload consists of n user requests, where n is fixed. Initially, the n user requests
are submitted simultaneously on the modeled system. Once a request is finished, it is
replaced by another one, so that the number of user requests remains stable. In case the
user requires a certain think time [BKR09] to submit his request, it is delayed by the length
of the think time. Open workloads consist of a constant stream of new user requests. There
is no upper boundary on the number of active user requests. The only limiting factor is
the arrival rate [BKR09]. The arrival rate specifies the rate at which new user requests are
submitted to the system. The domain expert is responsible for specifying the parameters
passed with the service calls submitted in the workload’s context. Besides specifying user
behavior, the domain expert also configures the components of the used system through
parameters specific to the usage environment. A detailed explanation of the usage model
parameterization of components can be found in [RBB+11, p. 76 f.], but shall be omitted
here.

2.3.2 Palladio Software Architecture Simulator

The Palladio Software Architecture Simulator [Kar13] enables the estimation of a software
system’s quality of service, such as its performance or reliability, using PCM instances.
Built on basis of the Eclipse platform [BKR07], the simulator framework maps software
architectures specified in PCM to an execution model via model-2-model or model-2-code
transformations. Afterwards, the generated model is executed in one of the framework’s
simulator implementations. The results produced by a simulation can then be reviewed
using the tooling of the framework.

Besides simulation, we can also employ analytical approaches to predict quality attributes
[BKR09, KR08a, KBH07], e.g. the average service response time [KBH07]. As Becker
et al. [BKR09] point out in a comparison, analytical approaches offer faster evaluation
times over simulative approaches. However, analytical approaches do not support the
full expressiveness of the PCM [Bec08, p. 8]. Simulative prediction approaches therefore
produce more precise results for complex PCM instances.

It is possible to swap out Palladio’s simulator. SimuCom [Bec08, p. 125ff.], EventSim
[MH11] and SLAstic.SIM [MHH11] are implementations of PCM simulators. SLAstic.SIM
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is employed to optimize distributed systems at runtime based on Palladio simulation re-
sults. As SLastic.SIM is specialized to this use case, it doesn’t support modeling the SEFF
and the usage model via stochastic expressions [MHH11]. We want to realize concurrency
control simulation as a part of architectural performance prediction. Thus, we focus on
the general Palladio simulators SimuCom and EventSim.

2.3.2.1 SimuCom

SimuCom simulates the performance and reliability of PCM instances. It generates Java
code specifically for the simulation run of a PCM instance. SimuCom implements a model-
2-code transformation from PCM to Java using Xpand templates. In order to derive
predictions on the QoS, the Java code is deployed on the system environment of the Palladio
simulator framework and executed. The code is made up of generic workload code based on
the PCM instance’s RDSEFFs. The generated RDSEFF code is injected with probes that
perform measurements on its run-time performance. Using the collected measurements,
QoS metrics can be evaluated after the generated code has been executed. According to
Merkle and Henß [MH11], SimuCom is mostly based on the process interaction simulation
paradigm. SimuCom maps users and concurrent control flows are mapped to individual
threads. Subsequently, the performance of SimuCom degrades with larger workloads, as
every additional user results in an additional thread at simulation time.

Merkle and Henß state that the only exception to SimuCom’s process-driven nature is
the simulation of resources [MH11]. SimuCom realizes accesses to resources via events, as
Becker describes in greater detail [Bec08, p. 133-138]. Every resource in the ResourceEn-

vironment of a PCM instance is mapped to a separate scheduler process. A resource call
probe in the simulation code submits a request on the resource with a certain demand.
The resource then schedules an event, which represents the issued load, on the scheduler
process. The thread that simulates the user request gets blocked until the scheduler has
evaluated the event triggered by the probe.

2.3.2.2 EventSim

EventSim maps user behavior to events instead of threads. The general concept behind
its simulation is the event scheduling simulation paradigm [MH11]. When a user calls a
service, EventSim generates an event for this user. The generated events all can be handled
by the same thread. Hence, EventSim outscales SimuCom with increasing workload size,
as is shown by Merkle and Henß’s comparative evaluation [MH11]. It only falls short of
SimuCom’s performance for the simulation of branches.

The behaviour interpreter [MH11] drives the simulation of individual user requests in
EventSim. Starting at the first service call in a usage scenario, or the first action in an
RDSEFF, the behaviour interpreter sequentially traverses its succeeding actions. EventSim
employs traversal strategies to execute the simulation logic [MH11]. EventSim loads a spe-
cialized traversal strategy for every supported action type. The execution logic of EventSim
is realized using the strategy pattern to keep it open to future PCM extensions. When
an action is traversed by the behaviour interpreter, the traversal strategy preset for that
action’s specific type is executed. Traversing the action, requests to simulated resources
are carried out, and the next instruction for the interpreter is determined. EventSim’s
resource simulation is built on the basis of SimuCom’s event-based resource implementa-
tion. Rather than being accessed through probes in generated Java code, resources are
acquired within the traversal strategies. Once a traversal strategy is finished, it returns a
traversal instruction to the behaviour interpreter. The instruction prepares the behaviour
interpreter for the simulation of the next action.
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Information on the simulation state and traversal history is saved in the traversal state
[MH11]. It contains a nested stack of execution contexts. On top of the stack is the state
of the current execution context. After EventSim has executed an action, the return value
of the action is saved in this state. As explained in section 2.3.1.1, return values can
depend on stochastic expressions. When an attribute or return value is evaluated during a
simulation run, a sample is drawn from a probability distribution defined by the stochastic
expression. As the sample is drawn randomly, we cannot simply re-evaluate the return
value every time we access it. Once a new execution context is entered, e.g. through a call
to an external component’s service, a new context frame is put on top of the execution
context stack. The previous execution context, including all of its local values, are hidden
below the new context frame. Once we return from the external call, the corresponding
context gets removed and the previous context becomes visible again.

2.4 Database Management System

A Database Management System (DBMS) is a general-purpose software system built for
the systematic storage and manipulation of data by multiple users within databases. It
provides a data model with a matching query language that abstracts from details of
physical storage. Provided multiple users simultaneously submit queries to the DBMS,
unintentional interactions between their queries can result in an inconsistent database
state. Another possibility is that query results show an inconsistent intermediate database
state. In order to declare which queries are to be executed together, DBMS let users
encapsulate groups of database operations within transactions. Each transaction either
commits or aborts. In case it commits, all of its operations have to be made visible to
other users. Whenever a transaction aborts, however, all of its operations have to be
reverted. The DBMS maps abstract queries on abstract resource types, such as tables and
columns, to physical resources like memory or HDD regions. It is responsible for enforcing
the ACID properties [HR83] and providing a satisfactory level of performance [WV02, p.
26].

The ACID properties outline a framework of rules that need to be upheld in order to ensure
that all database operations grouped within transactions are executed in an indivisible
manner: “Either all actions are properly reflected in the database or nothing has happened”
[HR83]. ACID stands for atomicity, consistency, isolation and durability. Elmasri and
Navathe [EN10, p. 754 f.] explain the ACID properties in the following way:

• Atomicity. A transaction has to be executed in an atomic fashion. Either all of its
subsumed operations are materialized on the database, or none of them are.

• Consistency. The transaction transforms a consistent database state to a new con-
sistent database state.

• Isolation. Transactions are unaffected by side-effects with simultaneously executed
transactions.

• Durability. If a transaction has been commited, the DBMS guarantees that its results
are made visible and cannot be lost or canceled out by failures.

Most commonly, the DBMS follows a layered architecture. Weikum and Vossen subdivide
the DBMS into the language and interface, query decomposition and optimization, query
execution, access and storage layer [WV02, p. 28]. Figure 2.6 shows the aforementioned
schematic DBMS structure. The language and interface layer provides interfaces, through
which database users interact with the DBMS. Users formulate their need for information
in a query language, such as SQL. Data manipulations are also performed in an abstract
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Figure 2.6: Schematic overview of the layered DBMS architecture, as depicted by Weikum
and Vossen [WV02, p. 28]

language. This Data Definition Language usually resembles SQL in grammar and struc-
ture. To enable fast query execution, the query decomposition and optimization layer
translates the query to a query execution plan [WV02, p. 29]. In doing so, the upper
two layers map a query to a set of database operators. Every database operator has an
algorithmic counterpart within the access layer. Using a set of predefined algorithms, the
access layer triggers the access to physically stored data. The data access itself is carried
out by the storage layer. The upper layers collect the results from individual database
operators and assemble them to the query result.

The ACID properties are enforced by specialized protocols. Upholding them induces a
certain performance overhead. Exploring the performance of queries on a database system,
we have to take all of its components and layers into account, if we want to derive accurate
performance predictions. In this thesis, we focus on the performance impact caused by
conflicting accesses of transactions on the database. Therefore we only take a closer look
at the components and protocols responsible for handling isolation of transactions.

2.4.1 Transaction Manager

The transaction manager (TM) [WV02, p. 126] maintains isolation of transactions and
consistency in a multi-user environment. According to [WV02, p. 126], the TM is typically
“placed between the query execution layer and the access layer or between the access layer
and the storage layer”. The TM is in charge of concurrency control and recovery [WV02,
p. 126]. Operations passed between the two layers are monitored for potential conflicts.
This process is known as concurrency control. Recovery encompasses the restoration of
a consistent database state, following a transaction abort [WV02, p. 379]. The TM
maintains lists of running, commitable and aborted transactions, as well as a list of their
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pending operations [WV02, p. 126]. Based on these lists, it decides which transaction
operations can be executed. The TM then passes them on to the lower DBMS layers.

2.4.2 Database Driver

A database driver empowers applications written in programming languages such as C/C++
or Java to connect and access databases through a common API. It abstracts from vendor-
specific DBMS properties and enables the interchangeability of the database, on which the
application persists its data [EN10, p. 469]. Similar to hardware device drivers, the
database driver serves as an adapter between application and DBMS. It maps the proto-
cols and interfaces used in the application environment to the protocols and interfaces of
the DBMS. Database access frameworks such as the Open Database Connectivity (ODBC)
or Java Database Connectivity (JDBC) [EN10, p. 47] utilize the database driver concept
to allow applications to interact with databases on an abstract level.

2.4.3 Concurrency Control

The goal of concurrency control to ensure that concurrently executed transactions run in
isolation to each other. Thereby, concurrency control guarantees that all transactions in
a multi-user environment operate on a consistent database view, and uphold a consistent
database state. Since multiple transactions can contend for the same data objects, the
database has to establish a framework of rules and algorithms to ensure that concurrent
transactions are executed in isolation of each other [EN10, p. 777]. This framework is
referred to as concurrency control. Characteristic problems encountered in multi-user en-
vironments are lost updates, dirty reads, non-repeatable reads and phantoms [EN10, S. 755].
None of these phenomenons can occur if a DBMS guarantees serializability. Serializability
ensures that transactions executed in parallel result in the same database state as a serial
execution of these transactions [BHG87, S. 13]. Under many circumstances, it can make
sense to drop some of the requirements demanded by serializability for better performance
[EN10, p. 771 f.]. In this case, we have to accept a loss of isolation between transactions
and temporary inconsistencies, which might have to be manually corrected.

2.4.3.1 Two-Phase Locking Protocol

The two-phase locking (2PL) protocol is one of the most popular concurrency control
protocols for realizing serializability. It guarantees serializability between transactions
using a locking mechanism for data objects. All objects within the database are associated
with a lock. Trying to access a data object, a transaction needs to obtain the lock on said
object. If the lock is already held by a conflicting transaction, the requesting transaction
needs to wait for the lock to be freed up. Two transactions conflict with each other if they
cannot be simultaneously be granted access to a database object without abolishing the
isolation between the transactions. As soon as a transaction has obtained the locks of all
accessed data objects, it can continue executing. At the latest, locks are freed up once a
transaction has either been commited or aborted.

Usually locks aren’t implemented as binary locks [EN10, p. 778], which only one trans-
action can hold. Rather, shared (read) and exclusive (write) locks [EN10, p. 780] are
distinguished. When a transaction gains access to a data object, it acquires either a
shared or an exclusive lock. Transactions can share access to the same data objects, if the
operations they perform on the objects aren’t conflicting. Shared locks can be assigned
to multiple transactions, provided they only perform read accesses on the data object.
Transactions that want to perform a write on the object need to acquire an exclusive lock.
Thus, they always conflict with transactions that hold a lock on a data object requested
by them. Only one type of lock can exist at any time for each data object.
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Incoming Transaction
Access Type Read Write

Holding Transaction
Read X 7

Write 7 7

Table 2.1: Overview of conflicting and non-conflicting lock requests. Conflicting requests
are marked with a cross.

Figure 2.1 outlines for which combinations of access types the holding transaction can
share its held lock with an incoming transaction. It is only possible to share the lock with
an incoming transaction, if both transactions only require shared access. Otherwise the
incoming transaction is blocked until the lock is released.

The locking mechanism doesn’t guarantee serializability by itself [EN10, p. 782 f.]. In
order to ensure serializability, 2PL forbids a transaction to request new locks after it has
already begun releasing locks. 2PL divides the execution of transactions in two phases:
the growing phase and the shrinking phase [EN10, p. 782 f.]. During the growing phase, a
transaction requests locks. These locks can only be released once the shrinking phase has
been entered. No new locks can be acquired during the shrinking phase.

In addition to the basic 2PL, there are specialized protocol versions that uphold a set of
additional properties. Examples for such protocols are the rigorous, strict and conservative
2PL [EN10, p. 784 f.]. Rigorous 2PL (R2PL) contracts the shrinking phase and releases
all locks at once, after the transaction has been commited or aborted. It is not possible
to release any locks earlier. Strict 2PL (S2PL) fundamentally works the same as rigorous
2PL, but relaxes its policy for read locks. Under S2PL, read locks can be released before a
transaction is finished. According to [EN10, p. 784], S2PL is “the most popular variation
of 2PL”. Both rigorous as well as strict 2PL guarantee that the schedules of transactions
are strict [EN10, p. 784]. When strictness is guaranteed, a transaction cannot read data
that has been modified by transactions that haven’t been commited or aborted [EN10, p.
759].

tx1 tx2
1
2

T

waits for

owned by

Figure 2.7: Basic example of a deadlock between transactions tx1 and tx2 on the locks of
data rows 1 and 2

Even though the additional guarantees made by rigorous and strict 2PL help avoid prob-
lematic execution states, they do not prevent deadlocks [EN10, p. 785]. A deadlock exists
if there is a cyclic dependency on locks between active transactions. This means that all
transactions involved in the cycle are waiting for a lock already assigned to another trans-
action. The most basic deadlock is depicted in figure 2.7. It consists of two transactions
tx1 and tx2, and a table T with two entries 1 and 2, where both transactions need exclu-
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sive access to both entries. Let us assume that tx1 tries to access 1 first and acquires the
corresponding lock l1. Next, tx2 requests 2 and acquires l2, as it hasn’t been claimed yet.
When tx1 and tx2 respectively try to access 2 and 1, their request gets rejected. Because
each of them holds the lock the other one needs in order to proceed, there is a cyclic
dependency on the locks held by the transactions: tx1 and tx2 are involved in a deadlock.

Conservative 2PL forces all transactions to declare all their requested locks before the
transaction is started. According to [EN10, p. 785], conservative 2PL prevents deadlocks.
Since the information on all of its requested locks are available right away, locks assignments
to transactions can be ordered in such a way that no deadlocks arise. However, conservative
2PL is highly impractical, as the tuples accessed by a transaction generally haven’t been
determined yet at the start of a transaction.

2.4.3.2 Other Protocols

Other types of concurrency control protocols are the timestamp ordering (TO), multiver-
sion concurrency control (MVCC) and optimistic techniques [EN10, pp. 777-795]. TO
affixes a timestamp to every transaction. Operations of transactions are executed in such
a way that the order of timestamps in the execution schedule is equivalent to a serial
schedule [EN10, p. 789]. MVCC keeps multiple versions of data objects. A transaction
whose read access conflicts with a recent write by another transaction is granted a view
on an older version of the object [EN10, p. 791]. Thereby the read access is positioned in
front of the write access within the execution schedule, eliminating the dependency to an
uncommitted transaction.

Unlike the previously mentioned protocols, optimistic concurrency control techniques don’t
perform a set of checks before a transaction is granted access to data objects [EN10, p. 794].
Every user stores the results of a transaction’s write accesses locally. Once a transaction is
ready to commit, the user submits its modifications to the database. If the changes don’t
conflict with previous transactions, they are persisted on the database [EN10, p. 794].
The optimistic protocol avoids constant consistency checks between database operations.
When conflicts are the exception rather than the norm, optimistic concurrency control
proves to be very efficient. In a scenario with high data contention, the contrary applies.
Because conflicts are ignored until the end of a transaction, we can’t temporarily block
a transaction until the causes of potential conflicts are resolved. Instead, all transactions
are executed beyond the first occurrence of a conflict. We only become aware of any
conflict after all operations in a transaction have been fully executed. This results in a
large number of transactions being rejected. Conclusively, a lot of resources and time are
used inefficiently.
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3. Related Work

This chapter presents the related work of the thesis. It discusses approaches from re-
lated fields and evaluates their applicability to architectural performance predictions for
database-intensive applications. Section 3.1 engages itself with general performance pre-
diction techniques for software systems. In the subsequent section 3.2 we focus on perfor-
mance models that explicitly model the behavior of database applications: First, models
are presented that incorporate database performance predictions into prediction models
for software systems at a high level. Afterward, we take a look at prediction models that
focus on the database’s behavior. The chapter concludes with an overview of query per-
formance models. As we aim to predict the performance effects of lock contention, they
aren’t discussed in greater detail.

3.1 Performance Prediction for Software Systems

Balsamo et al. have performed an extensive survey on model-based performance predic-
tion for software systems [BdIS04]. The authors stress that an early evaluation of key
performance features on the architectural level helps prevent shortcomings in later devel-
opment stages. Both analytical and simulative approaches are evaluated by the survey. A
major part of the examined models utilizes queueing networks (QNs) as the basis of their
performance models. Balsamo et al. attribute this to good algorithm and tool support for
QNs, as well as their suitable abstraction for modeling software on an architectural level
[BdIS04]. “Moreover, QN models can be extended to better reflect software characteristics
like communication patterns and hierarchical structure”[BdIS04]. Performance predictions
can be derived from QNs using both analytical as well as simulative approaches.

Queueing Petri Nets (QPNs) combine QNs with Petri Nets to diminish their respective
shortcomings [KB03b]. Kounev and Buchmann apply QPNs to the performance analysis
of highly distributed e-business applications [KB03b]. As database interactions play a
major role in business applications, a model of an e-business application needs to include
an adequate abstraction of the DBMS. The authors note that “queueing networks are not
as suitable for modelling software contention” on database connections and locks. For this
reason the authors disregard the influence of concurrency control and settle for a simple
resource-based model of database access. Access to the DBMS is modeled as a sequence of a
network, CPU and HDD access. In order to evaluate the performance prediction precision
of their QPN model, Kounev and Buchmann model part of the SPECjAppServer2001-
benchmark [Sta05]. Even for few concurrent database queries, a large gap can be noticed
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between the performance predictions based on the system model and actual measurement
results: Less than 20 concurrent user queries result in a prediction error of over 15%. More
importantly, the predicted reaction time of the DBMS service calls differs by up to 19%
from the actual measurements.

In [KB03a], Kounev and Buchmann model part of the SPECjAppServer2002-benchmark
using Queueing Networks. Analogous to [KB03b] the DBMS is modeled based on a net-
work, CPU and HDD access. The predicted throughput time deviates by up to 35% from
the measured time. The authors attribute this to their model, among other things, not
taking concurrency control into account.

Kounev [Kou06] uses the models and results from [KB03b, KB03a] as a foundation for fur-
ther enhancements. The author introduces some software contention aspects to the QPN
model. Database accesses are subdivided into multiple access steps, similar to database
transactions. This allows for a simulation of contention effects caused by the alternating
execution of transaction steps. However, delays related to concurrency control, such as
waiting for occupied locks to be released, are still not captured by the model.

A more recent survey on performance evaluation of software systems was performed by
Koziolek [Koz10]. The author classifies the evaluation approaches into approaches for
performance prediction and measurement of component-based software systems [Koz10].
Performance prediction approaches aim at making design-time predictions based on an
architectural description of the whole component-based system, while measurement ap-
proaches try to find performance problems in existing component-based systems [Koz10].
As we are interested in architectural performance predictions, we will focus on the perfor-
mance prediction approaches presented by Koziolek.

Koziolek differentiates general prediction approaches based on meta-models such as UML
and PCM from prediction approaches that concentrate on the performance implications of
middleware. Including actual middleware behavior can significantly improve the precision
of performance predictions, yet it also comes at a cost. Koziolek notes that middleware
environments need to be set up and evaluated using benchmarks. As the derived perfor-
mance metrics are specific to actual middleware, the portability of performance models
with a focus on middleware is limited [Koz10].

Palladio is classified under the general approaches by Koziolek. Even though various exten-
sions introduce middleware aspects to Palladio [HFBR08, HKKR09], its focus is on generic
performance predictions that abstract from implementation and deployment details. One
could argue the introduction of transactional concepts extends Palladio by yet another set
of optional middleware aspects [Mer13]. Nonetheless, some of the transactional concepts
go beyond the provision of more accurate performance predictions. Grouping certain ser-
vices within a transaction determines the granularity with which individual service calls
of components interact. If we encapsulate two database accesses within a transaction, we
restrict the visibility of the intermediate state in between the two transactions. When two
transactions request access to the same row, they implicitly declare that their results de-
pend on each other. Transactions and database operations are thereby not only necessary
for the materialization of results, but also used to communicate results throughout the
software system.

3.2 Evaluation of Database Performance

The performance of enterprise business applications largely depends on the performance
of the connected databases, where the applications store their data. Besides ensuring data
persistence, databases are used to synchronize and communicate information between the
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distributed components of the database. In order to precisely predict the performance of
these applications, the performance of database interactions has to be taken into account.

A multitude of approaches has been developed to predict the performance of databases
managed by DBMS. A recent survey by Osman and Knottenbelt [OK12] provides a com-
parison of QN-based database performance models that have been brought up over the
last three decades. It captures analytical approaches, as well as approaches that rely on
simulative evaluation. One central observation made by the authors is that, in finding a
suitable abstraction for a database performance model, a “trade-off between comprehen-
siveness and tractability” has to be made [OK12]. While a complex performance model
might provide more accurate predictions, its complexity makes it difficult to analytically
isolate the effect individual DBMS properties have on the predictions.

In the following, we give an overview over a selection of database performance models
with different levels of abstraction. We outline some of the performance models presented
by Osman and Knottenbelt, as well as approaches not discussed in their survey. The
classification of the outlined prediction approaches is based on the prediction model cate-
gories in Osman and Knottenbelt’s survey [OK12]. Section 3.2.1 presents coarse models for
database performance which leave aside internal DBMS characteristics. The performance
models presented in section 3.2.2 consider database accesses on the level of individual
transactions. Section 3.2.3 discusses performance models that predict the execution cost
of individual queries. As far as possible, they ignore the execution context of a query, and
its resulting software contention.

3.2.1 Prediction based on Black Box Models

Black box models [OK12] abstract from internal characteristics of a DBMS, such as con-
currency control, as well as different tables with individual access properties. Knottenbelt
and Osman differentiate QNs consisting of a set of resources from black-box models only
made up by one queueing node. We use the term black box models to refer to all database
models that define interactions with the database purely based on a sequence of resource
demands. Unlike for real database accesses, the resources are accessed in the same order
for all interactions with the database.

Kounev and Buchmann’s performance models for e-business applications [KB03b, KB03a]
we discussed in section 3.1 fall in this category. In their models, an access to a database
is mapped to a number of work items being submitted to the queue of a QPN, or QN.
[KB03a] subdivides the database queries made within the examined workload into different
request classes. These request classes are, however, only differentiated in regards to the
demand they cause on the requested resource. They do not vary the order in which the
database’s resources are accessed.

In [Ple07], Pleiner outlines the integration of DBMS performance prediction into Palladio
using a simple QN. His proposed model is very similar to Kounev and Buchmann’s. It only
consists of two sequentially connected queueing nodes representing the CPU and HDD.
His modeling doesn’t take concurrency control into account and maps the request types he
identified through a series of experiments to a CPU access followed up by a HDD access
(cf. [Ple07, p. 22, p. 100 ff.]). Although Pleiner was able to derive a model that was
reasonably accurate for low-contention workloads [Ple07, p. 100-104], it is questionable
how well the model predicts performance for workloads where contention has a major
effect on response times. Since black box models ignore the effects of software contention,
they produce inaccurate performance predictions for workloads that they haven’t been
calibrated on using database benchmarks.

Brosig et al. extract PCM model instances from running J2EE applications [BKK09]. They
suggest that this model could be used to predict the future behavior of the application and
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tune its execution environment accordingly. Similar to Kounev and Buchmann’s approach
[KB03a], database accesses are modeled purely in terms of the CPU load they cause. The
database is modeled as a single active resource, which represents the CPU. In the included
case study, the authors observe that the prediction accuracy degraded with increasing
concurrency levels in the usage profile [BKK09]. This correlation can be explained through
their modeling’s lacking consideration of contention-induced delays. Lock waiting times
increasingly impact execution times in high-contention scenarios. However, the active
resource modeling chosen by the authors isn’t suited to model the conflicts of transactions
on database locks that cause these delays, as is outlined in section 4.1.1.

3.2.2 Prediction including Transactional Properties

This section presents database performance prediction models that take the properties of
transactions submitted on a database into account in order to determine the impact lock
contention has on the database performance. Osman and Knottenbelt further subdivide
these database performance models into the transaction size and the transaction phase
model [OK12]. The authors note that the transaction phase models focus on different
database properties. We focus on the models that explicitly account for lock contention.

In the transaction size model, transactions don’t explicitly define the data objects they
need to acquire. Rather, they each access a specific number n of indistinguishable data
objects. This access set of size n makes up a subset of the database’s data objects. The
approach by Morris and Wong [MW85] falls within this category. By transforming a set of
equations, the authors map the problem of finding potential conflicts between transactions
to a hypergeometric distribution. The statistical model core presented in [MW85] provides
a good level of abstraction for the architectural modeling of database conflicts. It abstracts
from query-specific data distributions and access patterns. As the authors aim at creating
a closed-form expression for the maximum throughput on a database, they make a set of
simplifying assumptions. When a transaction leaves the database system, all previously
blocked transactions are resubmitted to be continued. The probability that a transaction
becomes running again is independent of its actual conflicts and is equally likely for all
transactions. It is presumed that all transactions access the same number of tuples, and
the database is only made up of one table. Since their model requires the size of every
transaction’s access set to be known at arrival, it models conservative 2PL. Section 2.4.3.1
pointed out that the conservative 2PL is highly impractical. Therefore, Morris and Wong’s
model cannot accurately predict the behavior of almost all DBMS, since they rarely employ
conservative 2PL. Finally, no differentiation between shared and exclusive accesses is made.

These assumptions disregard important properties of enterprise application systems whose
performance we are interested in. Databases used in such systems manage large sets of
tables. Submitted queries not only vary in size, but also in the set of tables they access.
Most transactions only share access on a few tables each, or none at all. Therefore we
cannot assume all queries to interact within the exact same conflict space. It is also
not realistic to assume all accessed tuples to be known before a transaction is started,
as the accessed tuples commonly depend on operations executed within the transaction.
Morris and Wong’s model abstracts from some of the complexity of conflicts by assuming
that the “access set of transactions is chosen independently and uniformly from the set
of access sets of all possible blocked transactions” [MW85]. Conflicts aren’t determined
at the time of arrival of new operations. Instead, the model redetermines the probability
that a previously blocked transaction continues to be blocked, once another transaction is
completed.

The transaction phase model structures transactions akin to Markov Chains. It probabilis-
tically derives transactions from a series of states with transition probabilities, where every
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Figure 3.1: Illustration of the Transaction Phase Model based on [OK12, DSPC+10]

state represents a transaction phase. Figure 3.1 sketches the structure of a transaction
phase model. For every transaction phase i there is a probability pi+1 that the transaction
phase i will be directly followed by i + 1. The second possibility has the transaction skip
ensuing transaction phases and commit immediately with a probability of pi→c. The third
transition option to bi models the blocking of a transaction due to software contention.

An example for this model discussed in Osman and Knottenbelt’s survey [OK12] is the
model proposed by Di Sanzo et al. [DSPC+10]. It models contention on database locks
following the example of S2PL. Di Sanzo et al. construct transactions using the transaction
phase model, while the underlying hardware model is a black-box model. The authors
derive a system of linear equations from the transaction phase model. The linear equations
correlate the access times of individual queries with data access patterns. Their model
considers contention effects such as waiting for read- and write locks [DSPC+10]. For
every data access operation in the database, the access probability needs to be known on
a per-row basis. This makes it difficult to apply the model to performance prediction on
an architectural level where we usually have little knowledge of exact access distributions.
Additionally, numerically solving the equation system is too complex when applied to
large databases with millions of data rows. In order to model database accesses via linear
equations, the authors make simplifying assumptions: The contention probability, as well
as the mean transaction time are “defined to be either long-run averages or steady-state
quantities” [DSPC+10]. Predicting the behavior of transactions on an architectural level,
we are interested in a finer-grained estimation of execution times. We want to take the
varying length and execution times of active transactions into account when we predict
the execution time of a query. It is therefore not feasible for us to use an approach that
assumes average transaction lengths. Di Sanzo et al. also do not account for dependencies
between the conflicts of a transaction. When a request to a row cannot be granted, it
waits on a queue that represents the transactions waiting for access to the row. The
service rate [DSPC+10] of the queue only depends on the number of pending requests,
and not their identities. Consequentially, their model ignores the occurrence of deadlocks,
as the dependencies that induce the deadlocks are not modeled.

Based on their survey [OK12] Osman et al. propose their own QPN-based DBMS per-
formance model [COK13]. The authors note that most of the models compared in their
study fail to adequately capture the delays caused by concurrency control mechanisms.
While some of the approaches model locking in databases, they abstract from access hot-
spots [COK13] and assume accesses to be uniformly distributed. Osman et al. rightfully
criticize that this leads to unrealistic predictions. Osman et al. also criticize that these
performance models utilize highly simplified resource models that do not account for lock
contention on individually locked tables or rows. The performance model developed by
Osman et al. establishes a more sophisticated locking model based on S2PL, in which the
whole table is locked when it is subject to a data access. Their model focuses on software
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contention, while CPU and HDD contention are only partially covered [COK13]. Another
shortcoming of their approach is the lack of a convincing case study. The study with
which their approach is illustrated only comprises accesses to a single table. Hence it is
impossible to properly observe most concurrency control-related contention effects, such
as deadlocks. As an access always needs to acquire a lock on the whole table, their model
is unsuited to capture the behavior of row-level locking.

Osman et al. extend their approach [COK13] in [OCK13] to include row-level locking.
Instead of locking the whole table for every data access on it, the model now allows
individual rows to be locked. While this extension allows for more precise performance
predictions, its suitability for database models of realistic size is questionable. Every
data row is modeled as a separate place with its own queue in the corresponding QPN
model. This leads to an explosion of complexity in modeling and analysis of databases
with hundreds of thousand data rows. First, the state space grows exponentially in the
number of data rows. Second, the model designer needs to add a place for every row,
leading to an excessive model size for realistic table sizes. The case study included in the
paper [OCK13] doesn’t dispel these doubts as it only examines an access scenario where
the table contains five rows.

Many database performance models assume access to the database to be uniformly dis-
tributed [MW85, SSL85, TR83]. Knottenbelt and Osman rightfully criticize this in their
paper [COK13]. Humenik et al. have shown the uniformity assumption to be overly opti-
mistic in predicting the occurrence of access conflicts [HMSY95]. Nonetheless we would be
willing to trade prediction accuracy for a more comprehensive access model when model-
ing data access patterns on an architectural level. In early development phases component
developers as well as database designers lack knowledge of exact data access patterns.
Besides its impracticability in regards to modeling, evaluating any combination of distri-
butions would also result in a highly complex evaluation.

Tay et al. propose a data access model that maintains the simplicity of the uniform
access model but allows for a differentiation of a select number of hot-spots [TSG85,
TGS85]. The authors call this access model the b-c access model. In this model, b% of the
accesses request c% of the rows in a dataset [TSG85]. Tay proves that any database model
assuming uniform data access distribution can be utilized to predict the performance of a
b-c access distribution [TSG85]. Hence, the b-c access model is relatively simple to apply
to existing locking models. However, its ease of application comes at the price of accuracy.
Access patterns usually not only contain one single hot spot, within which the accesses
are uniformly distributed. Instead, there are multiple overlapping hot spots with varying
densities. Furthermore, access patterns not only depend on the table, but also on the actual
queries that are submitted on it. Modeling database accesses on an architectural level,
we aren’t interested in a precise definition of all distribution properties. An approximate
access model which captures the most significant disparities in access patterns suffices. For
this purpose, the abstraction level of the b-c access model is adequate.

3.2.3 Database Query Performance Prediction

While black box models are often calibrated using experiments on a modeled database
[KB03a, Ple07, KB03b], they only isolate average CPU or HDD access times in order to
determine the throughput of the corresponding model elements. If we are interested in
predicting the performance of an individual query, query properties such as the number of
requested rows and the complexity of its query operators have to be taken into account by
the prediction model. Query performance prediction approaches (QPP) [AcR+12] conduct
performance predictions on the level of individual queries. They put together predictions
for individual queries using their characteristic properties, such as the number of index
operations required to solve the query.
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Akdere et al. provide an overview of machine learning-based QPPs and propose their
own [AcR+12]. All the outlined models have in common that they each have to be built
or calibrated using a training workload. For their predictions, the authors ignore the
effects concurrent query execution has on the execution times. Three QPP types are
distinguished in [AcR+12]: Plan-level, operator-level and hybrid prediction models. Plan-
level models predict the query execution cost based on a single model. Besides certain
aggregate counts, such as the number of accessed rows or executed operators, the plan-
level model ignores the query structure for its predictions. In operator-level models, the
execution cost is derived from a set of coupled models. Akdere et al. state that, like query
optimizers, an operator-level QPP estimates the cost of individual operators in the query
execution plan. The authors note operator-level models to be better suited than plan-
level models for predicting the execution costs of workloads that deviate largely from the
training workload. However, there are cases where the operator-level prediction models
fail to accurately predict query execution cost. Prediction errors are propagated and
exponentiated throughout the subsequent model stages of operator-level models, since they
evaluate the execution times of individual operators bottom-up [AcR+12]. Another issue
identified by the authors is the lacking consideration of concurrently executable operators.
In order to avoid the downsides of operator-level query models, Akdere et al. propose a
hybrid QPP approach. Their model uses a heuristic that constructs plan-level submodels
to improve the prediction accuracy of imprecise operator-level models. Each plan-level
submodel summarizes a group of operators in a query plan. The submodel is trained using
queries in which the submodel appears [AcR+12]. Then, the inaccurate group of operators
is substituted by the plan-level submodel.

In his recent thesis [Hau13], Haußmann proposes a query performance prediction model
that uses regression techniques to derive resource demands of queries depending on essential
query characteristics. Examples for such characteristics are the number of rows read and
operators like inner joins [Hau13, p. 67 ff.]. The author outlines how these regression
models can be used to predict the performance implications of database statements made
in RDSEFFs of the PCM [Hau13, p. 83 ff.]. While his approach distinguishes between
models for different resource-specific execution costs [Hau13, p. 71], such as the CPU load
or the I/O operations, it doesn’t make predictions on the basis of individual operators.
Thereupon, the model falls into the category of plan-level QPPs.

The QPP models discussed in [AcR+12] try to predict the query execution cost of individ-
ual queries in isolation to other queries. Haußmann’s QPP model differentiates between
queries that access cached or non-cached data [Hau13, p. 71]. This distinction, however,
is made on the level of model parameters: The model itself doesn’t predict whether or not
cache hits or misses occur.

Akdere et al. [AcR+12] acknowledge that the implications concurrent queries have on
each other’s execution cost need to be taken into account for QPP. They refer to the
work of Ahmad et al. for a machine-learning based QPP model that tries to capture the
implications of concurrent queries [AABM08a, AABM08b]. Ahmad et al.’s model assumes
queries to be distinguishable into an identifiable set of query types [AABM08a]. It is unfit
for predicting the effects of concurrent query execution and the overall execution cost for
workloads whose queries deviate from these query types.

All things considered, QPP models are useful to determine the hardware load caused by
database queries. Conversely, they are unsuited for predicting the performance implica-
tions of concurrency control techniques. A QPP model derives performance metrics for
individual queries. As the model ignores the query’s execution context, it cannot deter-
mine the performance implications of concurrency control, such as the delays caused by
lock contention.
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4. Stochastic Conflict Model

In order to simulate lock contention in databases, we need to establish a model based on
which we can determine whether transactions conflict. This chapter outlines the conflict
model we designed. It determines if transactions conflict using a stochastic modeling of
database accesses. Section 4.1 examines existing modeling and simulation capabilities of
the basic PCM, and extensions made to the PCM by different authors. We discuss if we
can map the simulation of lock contention to existing modeling constructs. Furthermore,
we evaluate to which extent existing modeling infrastructure can be reused to tackle the
modeling of database queries. Following this, we outline our conflict model in section 4.2.

Our conflict model makes a set of assumptions with regard to the distribution of accesses,
as well as the structure of transactions and tables:

1. Tables represent disjoint sets of rows. We do not model lock contention on views.

2. Every table contains an individually defined number of rows. The table’s size does
not change throughout the lifetime of a conflict model instance.

3. Transactions declare their accesses to tables only in terms of the number of accessed
tuples and whether they require shared or exclusive access to the rows.

4. All locks acquired by a transaction are only released once the transaction has either
been commited or aborted. Consequently, our conflict algorithm implements the
R2PL variant of the 2PL protocol.

5. Accesses to a table’s rows are uniformly distributed. Every row within a table is
equally likely to be locked by an access request.

6. When a transaction submits an access request, the full access set is claimed at once.
This means that all the available accessed rows are immediately assigned to the
transaction. For all rows held by conflicting transactions, the transaction is registered
as waiting.

In order to reduce the complexity of the model design and analysis, we leave out the
distinction between shared and exclusive locks for the time being.

Section 4.3 systemizes the process of determining conflicts between transactions. An al-
gorithm is presented that derives from our conflict model whether an access submitted
by a transaction caused it to block. Further, we outline an algorithm that handles how
the locks held by a finished transaction are reassigned to waiting transactions. The sec-
tion concludes with an asymptotic, as well as an experimental evaluation of the conflict
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model’s complexity. In the last section 4.4 we introduce the distinction between shared
and exclusive locks to our conflict model and algorithm.

4.1 Suitability of Existing PCM Constructs

Before extending the PCM and Palladio’s simulator infrastructure by transactional con-
cepts, we evaluated whether existing modeling constructs in Palladio can be applied to
model the lock contention in databases. If this were the case, we wouldn’t have to expand
PCM’s model and model databases as part of a particularly structured PCM instance.
In addition to the core PCM model, PCM extensions were also assessed regarding their
applicability.

First, we examine PCM’s resource infrastructure regarding its suitability for modeling
lock contention. Section 4.1.2 discusses whether the layer concept and generic resource
types introduced by Hauck et al. [Hau09, HKKR09] can be applied to model the database
contention that results from a DBMS’ locking mechanism. Finally, section 4.1.3 examines
how the reliability concept Brosch introduced to PCM [Bro12] can be applied to model
the resolution of deadlocks between transactions on a database.

4.1.1 Basic PCM Resource Types

The PCM distinguishes between active and passive resources, as outlined in section 2.3.
Access to an active resource can be shared among an arbitrary number of concurrent service
calls. However, their performance degrades with every incoming access, with which the
resource needs to be shared. The works by Pleiner [Ple07] and Brosig et al. [BKK09], which
we discussed in section 3.2.1, try to characterize the performance of database accesses
in PCM instances purely in terms of the load they cause on a set of active resources.
While their models provide reasonably accurate performance predictions for the specific
workload they were modeled after, they fail to predict the database performance for larger
workloads. As active resources can be shared indefinitely, they cannot capture the lock
contention within the database.

In order to derive accurate predictions for data-intensive enterprise applications in Palladio,
our database modeling needs to account for the degradation in performance that is caused
by lock contention. A passive resource consists of a fixed number of indivisible resource
units. Each unit of a passive resource can only be assigned to exactly one service call.
Access to a passive resource is requested via AcquireAction within a service’s RDSEFF.
Once the service no longer requires the passive resource, it frees up its instances through
a ReleaseAction.

At first glance, passive resources seem to resemble the locking mechanisms of DBMS.
Similar to locks on rows or tables, they are only available in limited quantity. Akin to a
transaction blocked on a lock held by another transactions, a service call can only continue
once it has acquired an instance of the passive resource it has requested [RBB+11, p. 49
f.]. If more than one service try to access the same passive resource, they compete on the
uniform instances of the resource. Suppose the lock contention on a table can be mapped
to one passive resource. Then all accesses on the table compete for the same passive
resource. In effect, this equates to the simulation of a table-wide locking mechanism.

In case we want to utilize passive resources to model row-level locking, the aforementioned
abstraction is too coarse. Alternative to modeling the locks of a table as one passive
resource, we can represent every row lock by a passive resource. However, this leads to
an explosion in complexity of the model and its simulation. Large enterprise databases
manage millions of rows in a multitude of tables. A corresponding PCM instance would
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have to contain millions of PassiveResources to represent all potential row locks. Be-
yond that, the component developer usually doesn’t know which row locks a data access
specifically requests, when he formulates the RDSEFF of a component service. Yet the
modeling of row locks as individual passive resources requires that the component devel-
oper explicitly specifies the accessed rows. Since the content of tables depends on how
the deployment environment was historically used, the component developer cannot deter-
mine a declarative query’s access set without knowing the specific usage and deployment
environment. Thereby, this modeling violates Palladio’s separation of modeling concerns
between developer roles.

Requesting locks on a database, deadlocks can arise. This is also the case for passive
resources. According to [RBB+11, p. 142], deadlocks on passive resources are not resolved
or prevented during the simulation of a PCM instance. In case deadlocks can occur for
a particular PCM instance, its “model first needs to be fixed accordingly before carrying
out the performance prediction” [RBB+11, p. 142]. Passive resources are defined for indi-
vidual components. They are not visible outside of the component’s context. Therefore,
deadlocks on passive resources can always be systematically fixed within the bounds of
one component.

It is reasonable to demand that no interactions between accesses on a fixed set of sema-
phores, such as thread or connection pools, cause a component to become unserviceable.
Conversely, it can make sense to accept rare occurrences of deadlocks on databases: On
the one hand, deadlocks are much harder to identify because accesses to the database are
distributed over various components. On the other hand, the number of interactions that
potentially trigger a deadlock increases exponentially in the database size and different
query types. For complex enterprise applications it is impossible to identify and avoid all
deadlocks at design-time under reasonable cost and time constraints. Instead, deadlocks
are resolved or identified at runtime. As we aim at improving the prediction accuracy of
simulations for enterprise applications interacting with databases, we thus need to consider
deadlocks and their implications on the control flow of individual service calls.

4.1.2 Layered Execution Environments and Custom Resource Types

Besides the horizontal interaction between connected components, software systems are
vertically subdivided into multiple layers. Every layer encapsulates the underlying layer.
It both abstracts from as well as enhances the layer’s provided services. Hauck et al.
[Hau09, HKKR09] introduce a modeling abstraction of layers to PCM. Through this, they
enable a more fitting modeling of layered execution environments [HKKR09] commonly
found in enterprise applications. An example for such a layered execution environment are
multi-tenant applications running on top of a virtualized execution environment.

Prior to the authors’ work, the PCM didn’t allow component developers or system de-
ployers to specify complex resource types. For example, resources could only be requested
in one uniform way. A differentiation between resource services, such as read and write
operations for a HDD, wasn’t possible [Hau09, p. 8]. Figure 4.1 depicts PCM’s modeling
of resources that Hauck established in [Hau09, p. 26 f.]. The ResourceRepository we had
briefly outlined in section 2.3.1.3 is the resource-specific counterpart to the regular Repos-
itory. Instead of component interfaces, it hosts ResourceInterfaces. Every resource
interface represents a resource type. The interface defines which operations are supported
by a resource type. Components specify the implementation of regular interfaces in RD-
SEFFs. For newly introduced resources types, the behavior is defined in a coupled Java
implementation [HKKR09].

DBMS take on the role of maintaining a persistent application state. They form the lower
end of the persistence layer, on which frameworks such as EJB and Hibernate operate
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Figure 4.1: PCM meta-model excerpt showing the resource service enhancements concept
introduced by Hauck [Hau09, p. 26 f.]

to persist application data. The layer concept enables us to model the interactions and
resource load propagated from the components running on top of the persistence layer.
Using the resource model, we could integrate a custom resource type, which we simulate
in our own connected locking simulator implemented in Java. However, Hauck et al.’s
modeling possesses certain properties that disqualify it for modeling lock conflicts on tables.

A limitation of their model extension acknowledged in [HKKR09] is that only one param-
eter can be specified per resource service. Modeling accesses to a database, we at least
want to characterize accesses based on the table they access, their access size and whether
the access is shared or exclusive. Shared and exclusive accesses can be differentiated into
two individual services of the same resource. Since only one parameter per service is
allowed, the table identity cannot be specified in the service parameters. Therefore, we
either need to add another pair of services per table, or map every table to an individual
ResourceInterface. As every table is represented by a separate resource type, we would
need to expand the resource simulator’s Java code for every added table in order to sim-
ulate the locking behavior. While we could automate the simulator code expansion via a
model-to-text transformation, this still leaves us with a bloated model instance.

Further, we would violate the resource repository’s abstraction level by differentiating
the lock sets of different tables. Locks can be considered a software resource. They are
identically structured, independent of the table or row they lock. Associating a lock with
specific tables and transactions doesn’t affect the fundamental characteristics of the lock,
it only changes the context in which it is used. Hence, this context information doesn’t
belong in the resource repository and needs to be defined elsewhere.

The system deployer maps the resource types defined in the resource repository to instances
encapsulated in ResourceContainers within PCM’s resource environment (cf. section
2.3.1.3). The individual resource instances do not interact with each other. In order for us
to simulate the locking behavior of a table, we have to ensure that all accesses to the locking
resource converge on the same resource instance. This means that all components accessing
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the same table either have to be hosted on the same ResourceContainer, or they access
the services of the same DBMS component instance hosted on the resource container. As
the first solution isn’t feasible, we subsequently have to encapsulate the locking model
of every table behind a regular service interface offered by a DBMS component. When
a component developer wants to declare an access to a table, he has to explicitly add a
service signature to the DBMS component’s type, and specify the RDSEFF of said service.
This modeling through specialized locking resources is highly inconvenient and needs to
be repeated for every new PCM instance that involves accesses to a database.

4.1.3 Reliability Modeling

Brosch extended the PCM by the reliability aspect [Bro12]. His enhancements enables
the explicit modeling of both software and hardware failures [Bro12, p. 81 ff.], as well
as recovery behavior [Bro12, p. 97 ff.]. Since the probability of failures is individually
specified for every InternalAction [Bro12, p. 84 ff.], his modeling would only allow to
define deadlocks on a probabilistic basis independent of interactions between transactions.
Thus, it is not suited if we do not want to formulate explicit deadlock probabilities, but
derive deadlock occurrences from the interactions of database accesses. Nevertheless, we
could potentially reuse the recovery infrastructure to handle deadlocks in our approach,
as will be outlined in section 6.2.5.

4.2 Conflict Model

The goal of our simulator enhancement is to take concurrency control into account when
simulating multi-user workloads. Concurrency control is responsible for avoiding and re-
solving conflicts between transactions. To identify conflicts between transactions, the
concurrency control protocol needs information on the data objects accessed by each trans-
action. Unlike [MW85]’s throughput-oriented 2PL model, which studies the average-case
throughput on a database, we want to simulate the conflicts between transactions on the
level of individual transactions. Database accesses made in transactions generally only
affect a small subset of tables in the database. In order to derive reliable conflict pre-
dictions, our conflict model thus needs to distinguish between individual transactions and
their access sets on different tables.

DBMS usually employ one of the 2PL variations we explained in section 2.4.3, or a 2PL-
like protocol, in order to enforce serializability. The 2PL commonly differentiates between
shared and exclusive accesses. The fundamental mechanisms of 2PL with shared and
exclusive accesses match those of binary 2PL. In order not to get caught up in the details
of lock sharing, we decided to focus on modeling binary locks first. After the concepts of
our model and its algorithmic realization have been explained in this and the next section,
we discuss their extension to 2PL with lock sharing in section 4.4.

As will be outlined in section 5.2, we don’t want to model the data on a per-tuple basis.
Rather, the domain experts should characterize tables only by their cardinality and the
size of each tuple. In line with this, the only information specified within a database
operations are the accessed tables plus the number of accessed data objects of each table.
Consequently, it wouldn’t make sense to model our table entries on a per-tuple basis: While
we differentiate the cardinality of database operations, they do not explicitly declare which
tuples they access.

Section 3.2 presented an overview of various performance models for databases. While
some of the models ignore the performance influence of concurrency control and focus on
different aspects of database performance, others develop a detailed conflict model. Of
the outlined concurrency control models, the transaction size models fit our abstraction
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level the best. They only rely on information on the size of accesses submitted on tables.
The tables themselves are also only modeled in regards to their size. Our conflict model
is based on the throughput model for 2PL by Morris and Wong [MW85]. Morris and
Wong propose a data and conflict model using only the access size and the size of the
accessed dataset. Their model isn’t directly applicable to our problem because of a set of
simplifying assumptions they make (cf. section 3.2). Morris and Wong assume that the
database only consists of one table, on which every transaction accesses an equal number of
tuples. Additionally, all accessed tuples are assumed to be known before the transaction is
started. Finally, shared and exclusive accesses aren’t distinguished. Notwithstanding the
shortcomings of the model, their fundamental idea to model conflicts using hypergeometric
distributions remains enticing to us.

We transform the problem of determining conflicts between transactions to a stochastic
model which determines overlaps between transactions based on a hypergeometric distri-
bution. First, we establish conflicts between a pair of transactions. As a transaction can
conflict with multiple transactions, we expand our analysis to a multivariate hypergeo-
metric model that examines the overlaps with the access sets of several transactions. The
access sets of current transactions aren’t necessarily disjunct. In order to take overlaps
into account, we subdivide the access sets into conflict objects. Finally, section 4.3 trans-
forms the evaluation of the multivariate distribution on the conflicts objects to a series of
evaluations on the inverse cumulative distribution of a univariate hypergeometric distri-
bution. The last step is necessary, as it isn’t feasible to evaluate the multivariate inverse
cumulative distribution for a high number of conflict objects.

Definition 4.2.1 Probability mass function (PMF) of the hypergeometric dis-
tribution

Phyper(X = i) =

(
r

i

)(
n− r

m− i

)
(
n

m

) ,

where X is the random variable that quantifies the number of successful draws, i is the
number of successes within m draws, n is the population size, and r is the number of
success elements within the population.

The process of demanding locks is analogous to the urn problem. Assume we have two
transactions T1 and T2 accessing table N with size |N| = n. Let |T1| = t1 be the size of
the access set of the first transaction T1. Transaction T1 holds all the locks corresponding
with the tuples T1 accesses on N. Now the second transaction submits an access operation
A2 that demands access on |A2| = a2 tuples in N. T2’s random access can be translated to
drawing balls from an urn without replacement: We have an urn with n balls, out of which
the first transaction already has claimed t1. Applying the hypergeometric model to tables,
we can derive the probability that the access set of the operation doesn’t overlap with T1’s
access set. Every lock for a row in T1 corresponds with a ball of the T1 type. Besides
these t1 assigned balls, the urn also holds n− t1 unassigned balls. The probability that a
submitted access set conflicts with preexisting transaction corresponds to the probability
of drawing no balls of the assigned type, which consists only of the type T1:

P (A2 not blocked by T1) = P (A2 ∩ T1 = ∅) = Phyper(XA2∩T1 = 0)

for a population size of n, where 0 out of the t1 locks belonging to T1 are drawn within a2
draws. XA2∩T1 is the random variable that quantifies the conflicts of A2 with T1.
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In case A2 of transaction T2 overlaps with the access set A1 of T1, T2 gets blocked. Even
though T2 needs to wait for T1 to commit, the transaction manager still can assign the
objects within A2 ∩ (N \T1) to T2. We let the transaction manager immediately assign all
the non-conflicting locks to the transaction, independent of any potential conflict.

Now consider a third transaction T3 entering our system. An access A3 by T3 can only be
executed if there is no overlap with the access sets of both T1 and T2. A first idea would
be to model the access based on a multivariate hypergeometric distribution. The process
of accessing tuples in Table N is equivalent to drawing samples of the three types T1, T2

and unassigned. Yet, this hypergeometric modeling only provides the correct results given
the access sets of T1 and T2 don’t overlap. If T1 and T2 conflict, they share a nonempty
overlap of size b. Consequently, the number of unique rows in the superset assigned, on
which T3 can conflict with other transactions, is reduced.

When we take the potential conflict between T1 and T2 into account, the probability that
T3 doesn’t block is

P (A3 not blocked by T1, T2) = PMhyper(XT3∩T1 = 0, XT3∩T2 = 0|XT2∩T1 = b),

where n is the population size and |T1 ∩ T2| = t1 + t2 − b is the total number of assigned
rows. T3 doesn’t conflict with transactions T1 and T2 if the overlap with them is empty.
In this case, zero elements of the types T1 and T2 are drawn in |A3| = a3 draws. The
probability of the event ‘A3 not blocked by T1, T2’ depends on the conflict size b between
T1 and T2: For larger overlaps, the probability of T3 conflicting with the transactions T1

and T2 is reduced.

Treating the overlapped tuples as a fourth tuple category overlap on top of T1, T2 and
unassigned’s tuples, we can map the probability to a regular multivariate hypergeometric
distribution:

P (A3 not blocked by T1, T2) = PMhyper(XA3∩T ′
1

= 0, XA3∩T ′
1

= 0, XA3∩overlap = 0),

where T ′1 = T1 \ (T1 ∩ T2), T
′
2 = T2 \ (T1 ∩ T2) are the conflict-free subsets of T1’s and T2’s

access set, and overlap = (T1 ∩ T2).

4.3 Algorithms and Infrastructure

So far, we have only discussed the probabilistic model underlying our conflict model. We
are yet to describe how to efficiently evaluate the access sets of transactions for potential
conflicts. This section presents the algorithms employed to calculate and record new
conflicts with preexisting transactions. In order to keep track of conflicts we have already
encountered, we need to record the overlaps between the transactions’ access sets. Section
4.3.1 outlines how we record conflicts using a set of associated classes. In 4.3.2 we outline
the algorithm employed to calculate and record new conflicts with preexisting transactions.
Both our algorithms and conflict records only consider exclusive locks. The subsequent
section 4.4 expands upon them and introduces the distinction between shared and exclusive
locks.

4.3.1 Recording Conflicts

If transactions were permanent and would never free up their held locks, it would be
sufficient to record the number of owned locks per transaction. Since transactions are
not only entering the system, but also leaving via submits or aborts, our model needs
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to take conflict resolution into account: Once a transaction is finished, the locks held
by the transaction can be reassigned to waiting transactions. After a transaction has
acquired all of its requested locks, it can be resumed. Morris and Wong [MW85] decide
whether a transaction is resumed independent of fixed conflicts between the access sets of
transactions. They assume that the access sets of transactions are redetermined every time
another transaction leaves the database. In their model, submitting another transaction
T4 can trigger the continuation of T3, even though it might have an unresolved conflict
with T2. This simplification neglects the dependence between existing conflicts, which we
described in the previous example. Not only can conflicts between transactions overlap,
they can also form sequential or – in the case of a deadlock – circular dependencies across
multiple transactions. Therefore, the duration for which a transaction is blocked isn’t only
contingent on the transaction it is in direct conflict with, but also on that transaction’s
conflicts.

tx A 
tx B 

tx C 

CA

CAB
CB

CC

CBC
CABC

CAC

Figure 4.2: Illustration of conflict objects for the access sets of three transactions A, B and
C

Besides its assigned locks, we thus also need to keep track of conflict dependencies per
transaction. These conflict dependencies are stored in conflict objects. A conflict ob-
ject represents a homogeneous subset of intersections among the access sets of multiple
transactions. It subsumes a group of locked rows that share the same owner and waiting
transactions in the lock’s waiting queue. The queue establishes an ordering on the trans-
actions, which are waiting on the same set of locks. Figure 4.2 depicts how conflict objects
distinguish themselves from access sets. The access sets of transactions A, B and C are
represented by ellipses. Seeing as they overlap, there exist conflicts between the access sets
of the transactions. The overlaps subdivide the access sets into conflict objects. Conflict
objects CA, CB and CC all represent a set of rows exclusively owned by transaction A
through C. CAB characterizes the set of row locks on which transaction A and B conflict.
All three transactions conflict among themselves on conflict object CABC.

Figure 4.3 outlines the contents of the conflict object class and its relationships with
tables and transactions. The conflict object contains references to the table it has arisen
on, the size of the conflict, as well as the conflicted transactions. The conflict object
distinguishes between the transaction that holds the locks on which the conflict occurred,
and transactions that are waiting for its release. Conflicts are owned by the table they
occurred on. Transactions access multiple tables. Each access assigns conflict objects to
transactions. If the conflict object is part of the ownedObjects, the transaction holds
the locks corresponding to the conflict object. waitingObjects comprise conflict objects
currently held by other transactions, on whose locks the transaction is waiting. Both
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Figure 4.3: Overview of the conflict model entities for exclusive locking

ownedObjects and waitingObjects are qualified by the table the conflict has occurred
on.

4.3.2 Conflict Algorithm

Now that we have discussed the necessary information to determine whether a new op-
eration conflicts with other transactions transactions, we will examine the algorithm we
designed for the conflict evaluation. The algorithm utilizes a more detailed hypergeomet-
ric model than the one described in section 4.2. It includes existing conflicts between
transactions in the form of conflict objects in the prediction of new conflicts.

Let us assume that there is a set C of preexisting conflict objects with the size |C| = c
on table t. These conflict objects are disjoint. Additionally, we have a set of l unassigned
tuples within table t. The problem of finding the size of the individual intersections be-
tween an access of size k with the different conflict objects and unassigned tuples in t can
be expressed in terms of a multivariate hypergeometric distribution:

PMHyper(U = m,C1 = s1, ..., Cc = sc),

where m is the size of the overlap with the unassigned tuples, s1 to sc are the sizes of the
overlaps with the conflict objects C1 to Cc. k = m +

∑c
i=1 si is the number of accessed

tuples and distributed over these groups. The conflict objects and the unassigned tuples
completely make up the table, as they are disjoint: |t| =

∑c
i=1 |Ci|+ l.

There is no general closed-form expression for the inverse cumulative distribution function
of a multivariate hypergeometric distribution. Consequently, we convert the process of
multivariate sampling to drawing a dependent series of samples from univariate hyperge-
ometric distributions. The general sampling method is described by Johnson [Joh87, p.
43f.]. Applying it to our problem, the first sample with size m is drawn to determine the
number of previously unassigned tuples obtained by the access operation. Its hypergeo-
metric distribution has a population size of |t|, l success elements and a sample size of k.
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Afterwards, we iteratively sample the overlap size si with conflict object Ci from a hyper-
geometric distribution with the population size |t|− l−

∑i−1
r=1Cr, |Ci| success elements and

a draw size of k −m−
∑i−1

r=1 sr.
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Figure 4.4: Schematic example of the access algorithm. The conflict object column of every
row names the conflict object that subsumes the set of rows.

Now that the general algorithmic design of our conflict model has been discussed, let us
take a look at a schematic example outlining its fundamental principle. The example
depicted in figure 4.4 comprises a series of accesses issued on the same table. At first, the
table is one uniform block of unassigned tuples. Transaction A requests access on a subset
of the table. Since all of the tuples have previously been unassigned, the access is granted
in the first step. The dataset is now subdivided into a set of unassigned tuples, and those
owned by transaction A. They are represented by conflict object CA.

With step two comes the arrival of an access request by transaction B. It claims a subset
of the remaining unassigned tuples based on a hypergeometric sample. Let us assume for
our example that the sampled value is smaller than the number of tuples requested by
B. Thus, the remaining accesses fall into the tuple set owned by A. Every overlap with a
sample size larger than zero is split up from its original access subset and encapsulated in
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a new conflict object. The overlap of the access sets of A and B causes CAB to be split off
from CA. B waits on CAB, while CA remains to have no waiting transactions.

Assigning the access sets of the third transaction C follows the same principle. First, the
overlap with the unassigned tuples is sampled. Next, the overlaps with the access sets of A
and B are determined. Since there are different sets of waiting transactions for the subsets
of A, we have to individually draw samples from both CA and CAB. As we have drawn
samples larger than zero, we split off CAC from CA and CABC from CAB. Conflict object
CABC represents the overlap between transactions A, B and C. It is held by transaction
A, and has B and C waiting for it to be released.

4.3.2.1 Access Operation

Input : t:Table, tx:Transaction, k:Integer
Output: canContinue:boolean

1 notConflicting ← draw sample from HypergeometricDistribution (populationSize
= t.size, successElements = t.availableRows, sampleSize = k);

2 assign a new ConflictObject (size = notConflicting) to tx;
3 assignedTuples:Integer ← notConflicting;
4 potentialConflictNumber:Integer ← t.size− t.availableRows;
5 foreach conflictObject ∈ t.conflictObjects do
6 overlapSize ← draw sample from HypergeometricDistribution ( populationSize

= potentialConflictNumber, successElements = conflictObject.size, sampleSize
= k − assignedTuples);

7 if conflictObject.owner 6= tx ∧ overlapSize > 0 then
8 if overlapSize < conflictObject.size then
9 call split (toSplit = conflictObject, waitingTx = tx, size = overlapSize);

10 else
11 conflictObject.enqueueWaitingTransaction (tx);

12 else
13 notConflicting ← notConflicting + overlapSize;

14 potentialConflictNumber ← potentialConflictNumber − conflictObject.size;
15 assignedTuples ← assignedTuples + overlapSize;

16 return notConflicting = k;
Algorithm 4.1: access operation of transaction tx on a table t with size k. The oper-
ation is called to determine whether the access demand conflicts with the access sets of
other transactions, and to register its access request in the conflict model.

Algorithm 4.1 depicts the general design of the access operation. When a user tries to
gain access to a set of k tuples within a table t, this request is registered via a call of access
on the table representation. The first step of the algorithm determines how many of the
tuples in transaction’s tx access set are issued on previously unassigned tuples in t. In line
1 we calculate this number notConflicting using a random sample from a hypergeometric
distribution. The hypergeometric distribution is constructed for a population size equal
to the size of table t. The number of success elements is equal to the number of tuples
whose locks haven’t been assigned yet. From this distribution, we draw k elements and
determine the number overlapSize of success elements in our sample. If notConflicting
equals k, the transaction is conflict-free. Line 2 then assigns a new conflict object with
the size notConflicting to transaction tx. At this point, an actual conflict for this conflict
object doesn’t exist. The conflict object merely represents the rows that tx has successfully
acquired. We do not further distinguish them from conflicts, as our algorithm treats them
alike when they are reviewed for conflicts with a submitted access.
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Next, conflicts with other active and blocked transactions are determined. We iterate over
all of the preexisting conflicts on table t and sequentially determine the overlap overlapSize
with the access set of the request submitted by tx. Hypergeometric sampling is applied
to deduce the size of their overlap. If the overlap is smaller than the conflict object, the
conflict object is split into two conflict objects by split in line 9. We perform the split, as
the incoming access has to be registered as waiting on a subset of the tuples represented by
the conflict object. We cannot simply add it to the list of waiting transaction of the whole
conflict object, because it doesn’t demand access to all the tuples. The first conflict object
is created by shrinking the original conflict object by overlapSize. Then we create a new
second conflict object with a size of overlapSize. This new conflict object is owned by the
same transactions and has the the same waiting transactions as the original conflict object.
Following this, transaction tx is added to the new conflict object’s waiting transactions.

Whenever tx owns the sampled conflict object, the size of their overlap is added to the
non-conflicting requests in line 13. As the conflict object is owned by the requesting
transaction, the overlap with it is non-problematic and reduces the number of tuples, on
which we need to check for conflicting transactions.

After every iteration, the sampled size is subtracted from the pool size of potentially
conflicting rows potentialConflictNumber in line 14. In doing this, we factor out the conflict
object we just checked for overlaps with our access request. Another way to explain this
operation reads as follows: Since we have determined how many conflicts exist with the
transaction that owns the rows represented by the current conflictObject, we can remove
the respective balls from our urn model and move on to the next conflict object.

In case the algorithm puts all k tuples into the group of previously unassigned tuples, or
has matched them to conflict objects already owned by tx, the algorithm returns true. This
means transaction tx isn’t blocked and the access operation can be executed immediately.
Conversely, the transaction gets blocked if the algorithm returns false.

Let us now briefly examine the algorithm in regards to its validity. The first important
invariant the algorithm needs to maintain is that the sum of unassigned tuples and all
tuples associated with conflict object equals the number of tuples within a table. There
are only two cases, in which it adds new conflict objects, or modifies the size of an existing
one. After the unassigned tuples have been sampled, a new conflict object is assigned
to tx in line 2. The assign operation on tx reduces the number of available tuples in
t by the newly created conflict object’s size. Thus, the size of the conflict objects plus
the number of unassigned tuples remains constant. In line 9, an existing conflict object is
split into a conflict of the sampled conflict’s size, and the old conflict object is shrunk by
the sampled size. Consequently, the size invariant is maintained in all cases. The second
invariant the algorithm needs to uphold is that a transaction is blocked iff it conflicts with
other transactions. A transaction is only blocked if access returns true. The algorithm
only returns true if all of the sampled tuples are placed inside conflicts already owned by t
(line 13) or were previously unassigned (line 1). There are no other possible constellations,
under which our algorithm returns false, yet the locking mechanism wouldn’t require it
to block. Thus, access produces a valid simulation of transaction blocking in regards to
concurrency control.

4.3.2.2 Lock Reassignment

So far, it has only been described how access operations are managed. Another important
part of concurrency control simulation is the reassignment of tuples. Our conflict algorithm
realizes the R2PL scheme. Thereby, all locks are released after their owner has been
commited or aborted and cannot be released earlier. Since we have a readily available
list of transactions waiting for each conflict object, the reassignment is straightforward.
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When a transaction is finished, its conflict objects each are put under ownership of the first
transaction waiting for it. If the list of waiting transactions is empty, the conflict object
is destroyed and its tuples are added back to the table’s available tuples. A transaction
gains ownership of a conflict object, iff its previous owner has commited or aborted. Thus,
there are never two transactions in a runnable state that require exclusive access to the
same data object. Because the number of rows represented by conflict objects without
waiting transactions are added back to the table, there are no conflict objects representing
unassigned tuples.

4.3.2.3 Complexity

While our algorithm accurately captures the occurrence of conflicts for the conflict model
layed out in section 4.2, it suffers from poor worst-case performance. Let c(i) be the num-
ber of conflict objects on a table after i access operations requested access to tuples in the
table. When we submit an n-th transaction on the same table, the resulting number of
conflict objects c(i + 1) is limited by

c(i + 1) ≤ 2c(i) + 1.

If the new access operation conflicts with every pre-existing conflict object, the access

operation splits every conflict object into no more than two conflict objects. Therefore,
the i + 1-th access can at the most double the number of conflicts from previous accesses.
Assigning available tuples to the accessing transaction causes no more than one new con-
flict object to be generated. Applying induction to the inequation of c(i + 1), we derive a
closed form on the upper limit of conflict objects:

c(i + 1) ≤ 2i+1 − 1.

Conflicts can only occur conditional on a nonempty overlap between transaction access
sets. Consequently, the number of conflict objects is limited by the number of tuples l
within a table. In terms of the big-O notation, the algorithm has generated O(min{2i, l})
conflict objects after i steps. Another limiting factor for the number of conflict objects
is the individual access size. An access operation cannot conflict with more tuples than
it accesses. Let us thus assume that the number of accessed tuples k is constant and
significantly smaller than the table size l. If both assumptions hold, we get a polynomial
growth in the number of conflict objects:

c(i + 1) = c(i) + 2k + 1 ≤ i(2k + 1).

More accurate upper boundaries on the complexity are difficult to obtain. Our algorithm
uses a chain of dependent hypergeometric experiments, which we would have to transform
into a closed formula. Section 4.3 touches upon some of the algorithm’s properties that
make this transformation difficult. Furthermore, it is hard to quantify how many conflict
objects remain after a transaction has been commited, as the number of conflict objects
a transaction is associated with substantially depends on the number of transactions that
have conflicted with it.

In order to better estimate the influence of access size and quantity, as well as table size on
the number of conflict objects, we performed a series of experiments using a prototypical
simulator of our conflict model. The simulator processes concurrency control for a closed
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Variation in Table size #Transactions Access size

#Transactions 103 {21, ..., 29} 40

Access size 103 16 10 · {21, ..., 29}
Table size {102, ..., 107} 512 40

Table 4.1: Parameters for the three experiments. Every row represents an experiment
batch, for which one of the parameters contained in the columns was varied.

workload: It ensures that every finished transaction is followed up by a new transaction.
Each transaction successively performs two calls on two tables. Transactions that couldn’t
be commited after forty retries are aborted.

Table 4.1 lists the simulation parameters. Every row outlines the characteristics of an
experiment batch we performed. For the first batch, we tried to determine the impact the
number of active transactions has on the number of conflict objects. The second set was
used to measure the correlation between the access size and conflict object count. With
the third experiment batch we tried to capture the dependency of table size and conflict
object number. For each batch, we measured the number of conflict objects over the course
of 200 iterations. An iteration encapsulates the start of followup transactions to commited
transactions and the attempt to commit running transactions. For every simulation run,
the highest number of conflicts objects per table was recorded. We compare the experiment
results based on this maximum observed number of conflict objects.
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Figure 4.5: Number of conflict objects varying the number of transactions. The y-value is
the largest number of conflict objects we measured simulating a closed workload
with the size of the x-value, and an access set size of 40 per transaction.

Figure 4.5 shows the results for the series of experiments in which we varied the number
of transactions submitted to our simulator. The number of conflict objects remains within
the range of a constant factor times the number of transactions. When 256 or more
transactions are simultaneously active in our system, the conflict object cardinality peaks
at the table size.
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Figure 4.6: Number of conflict objects varying the access size. The y-value of every mea-
surement represents the largest number of conflict objects we measured sim-
ulating a closed workload with size 16 and an access set size of x-value per
transaction.

Varying the access size of the two operations issued within every transaction, we could
measure a growth in conflict objects that cannot be approximated by a constant factor.
When we look at the measurements in figure 4.6, the number of conflict objects seems to
grow exponentially until an individual access size of 1280. Beyond this, there is a dent in
the growth curve. We attribute this to the circumstance that the access size is approaching
the table size. The probability of two access sets overlapping becomes very high, since every
table accesses over a quarter of the whole table. Thereby, it is less likely that an incoming
access request manages to gain access to unassigned rows. When no unassigned rows can
be found, only calls to the split operation on other transactions’ conflict objects cause new
conflict objects to be created. This decreases the growth of the conflict object number.

Figure 4.7 outlines how the measured number of conflict objects varies with increasing table
size. Up until a table size of 103, the maximum number of conflict objects determined by
the table size was reached. Setting the table size to values higher than 104, we can observe
a decrease in the number of conflict objects. As the ratio of accessed rows to table size
decreases, an overlap between the access sets of two transactions becomes less likely. In
turn, the number of conflict objects decreases.

4.4 Introduction of Shared Locking

The past two sections 4.2 and 4.3 concentrated on finding an abstraction for the binary
2PL protocol. After having evaluated the soundness of our conflict model concept and
implementing a prototypical implementation, we went on to extending it to 2PL with
shared and exclusive access types.

4.4.1 Lock Distinction in the Conflict Model

Unlike exclusive locks, shared table locks can be shared among multiple transactions. A
prerequisite for a shared lock to be shared with another transaction is that said transaction
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Figure 4.7: Number of conflict objects for a workload size of 512 and an access size of 40,
varying the table size the workload was running on.

also only requires shared access. A reading access A is successful if the following rules apply
for its access set. First, it doesn’t intersect with the access sets of exclusive transactions.
Second, if A requires access to a set of tuples M with shared locks, the lock is shared further
unless a transaction requesting exclusive access is waiting on M . Theoretically, it would be
possible to share the locks in any case. This would, however, induce a significant number
of livelocks for the exclusive accesses. Unlike a deadlock, a livelock doesn’t manifest itself
in a cyclic dependency that cannot be resolved without aborting one of the transactions.
Instead, it refers to a sequence of execution states, under which the request of a transaction
is continuously skipped in favor of other transactions. The affected transaction possibly
stays blocked forever, even though it could be completed. In order for a shared lock to
be granted to a waiting transaction that requires exclusive access, all holding transactions
have to finish first. A transaction waiting for exclusive access would never be able to
proceed if the shared locks it is waiting on are constantly shared with new transactions.
Analogous to binary locking, accesses to tuples whose exclusive locks are already owned
by the accessing transaction are unproblematic. Exclusive access to shared tuples, where
the transaction is only one of the owners, conversely can not be granted. Only if a set of
shared locks is owned solely by the accessing transaction, they can be upgraded to exclusive
locks [EN10, p. 782].

In order to determine the conflict probability for a shared access request, we have to
differentiate between different types of conflict objects. Translating the conflict probability
to a hypergeometric distribution leads to the expression

PMHyper(U = m,Co
1 = o1, ..., C

o
s = os, C

′
1 = s1, ..., C

′
i = si, C

∗
1 = k1, ..., C

∗
r = ky, C1 =

0, ..., Cc = 0),

where U measures the previously unassigned tuples and Co are conflict objects that rep-
resent shared locks solely held by the accessing transaction. C∗1 to C∗r are overlaps with
exclusive conflict objects owned by the requesting transaction. C ′1 to C ′i are overlaps with
shared conflict objects, on which all waiting transactions only try to acquire shared access.
These conflict objects can also be shared with the requesting transaction. C1 to Cc are the
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number of conflict objects with sets of exclusive locks, or shared conflict objects on which
a transaction is waiting for exclusive access: As we previously mentioned, new requests
aren’t granted access to a shared conflict object if other transactions are waiting for ex-
clusive access to the object. This is done in order to prevent livelocks. In total, the access
set consists of m accesses to previously unassigned tuples, h =

∑y
j=1 kj exclusively owned

and l =
∑i

j=1 sj +
∑s

j=1 os shared locks: |A| = m+ l+h. The expression is parameterized
in such a way that it depicts the probability of a non-conflicting access request. For this
reason, C1 to Cc have to be empty. All other samples can be non-empty, as they do not
negatively impact an access request.

Besides the conflicts for shared accesses, conflicts between exclusive access requests and
the access sets of other transactions have to be determined. The conflict probability for an
exclusive access to conflict with the conflict objects of the transactions can be calculated
using the following expression:

PMHyper(U = m,Co
1 = o1, ..., C

o
s = os, C

′
1 = 0, ..., C ′i = 0, C∗1 = k1, ..., C

∗
r = ky, C1 =

0, ..., Cc = 0),

where U , Co, C∗, C ′ and C have the same meaning as for the conflict probability for a
shared access we discussed before. With one exception, the conflict probability of exclu-
sive accesses is calculated in the same manner as the conflict probability of the binary
2PL case we discussed in section 4.2: When the exclusive access request overlaps with a
shared conflict object solely owned by the request, it is possible to upgrade these locks
without inducing a conflict. Shared locks, on which other transactions are waiting for
exclusive access, cannot be upgraded. Hence, the overlaps C ′1 to C ′i need to be empty. The
transaction’s access set may have arbitrarily sized overlaps with any of the conflict objects
C∗1 through C∗r , as it already owns them. Again, no overlaps with other exclusive conflict
objects C1 until Cc are allowed.

4.4.2 Extending the Conflict Algorithm

In the following we will outline the changes that were necessary to incorporate the differ-
entiation between shared and exclusive locks into our conflict algorithm. Section 4.4.2.1
outlines the additions we made to the conflict model that help us differentiate between
shared and exclusive locks. Both the access as well as the lock reassignment operations
have to be expanded to account for this distinction. The changes to these operations are
portrayed in sections 4.4.2.2 and 4.4.2.3.

4.4.2.1 Recording Shared Conflicts

Fundamentally, the conflict model entities are structured and linked similar to the entities
for binary exclusive locks we presented in section 4.3.1: Transactions acquire conflict
objects that subsume sets of locked rows in a table. Now that we have two types of accesses,
a conflict object no longer necessarily represents a group of locked rows with a single owner.
If isShared is true, a conflict object can have multiple owners. The transactions waiting
for access to a conflict object do not unanimously require exclusive access to the conflict
object. Thereby, it is possible that more than one waiting transaction is granted access
to a conflict object, when its exclusive owner is finished. If multiple transactions request
shared access on the same conflict object, they potentially can all be admitted ownership.
Therefore, we need to store whether a transaction needs shared or exclusive access to a
conflict object’s rows. We encapsulate this information in a WaitingObject.
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Input : t:Table, tx:Transaction, k:Integer, isShared:boolean
Output: canContinue:boolean

1 notConflicting:Integer ← draw sample from HypergeometricDistribution

(populationSize = t.size, successElements = t.availableRows, sampleSize = k);
2 assign a new ConflictObject (size = notConflicting) to tx;
3 assignedTuples:Integer ← notConflicting;
4 potentialConflictNumber:Integer ← t.size− t.availableRows;
5 foreach conflictObject ∈ t.conflictObjects do
6 overlapSize ← draw sample from HypergeometricDistribution ( populationSize

= potentialConflictNumber, successElements = conflictObject.size, sampleSize
= k − assignedTuples);

7 if overlapSize = 0 then
8 continue;

9 if a 6⊆ conflictObject.owners then
10 if overlapSize < conflictObject.size then
11 call split (toSplit = conflictObject, waitingTx = tx, size = overlapSize,

isShared = isShared);

12 else
13 conflictObject.handleFullOverlap (tx, isShared);

14 if isShared ∧ conflictObject.isShared ∧ conflictObject.noExclusiveWaitingTx()
then

15 notConflicting ← notConflicting + overlapSize;

16 else
17 if ¬isShared ∧ conflictObject.isShared then
18 if conflictObject.owners.size = 1 then
19 if overlapSize < conflictObject.size then
20 call upgradeSplit (toSplit = conflictObject, size= overlapSize);
21 else
22 conflictObject.upgrade ();

23 notConflicting ← notConflicting + overlapSize;

24 else
25 if overlapSize < conflictObject.size then
26 call split (toSplit = conflictObject, waitingTx = tx, size

= overlapSize, isShared = isShared);

27 else
28 conflictObject.handleFullOverlap (tx, isShared);

29 else
30 notConflicting ← notConflicting + overlapSize;

31 potentialConflictNumber ← potentialConflictNumber − conflictObject.size;
32 assignedTuples ← assignedTuples + overlapSize;

33 return notConflicting = k;
Algorithm 4.2: access operation of transaction tx on a table t with size k and access
type isShared
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Figure 4.8: Overview of the conflict model entities for exclusive and shared locking

4.4.2.2 Access Operation

Algorithm 4.2 sketches the functioning of the revised access operation. Lines 1 through 4
remain unchanged, since the overlap with unassigned tuples has to be calculated regardless
of the access type. Calculating overlaps with existing conflict objects follows the same
scheme as before (cf. line 6). If the overlap is empty, line 8 skips to the next conflict
object. What follows is the first diversion from the binary algorithm variant 4.1. Instead
of checking whether the conflict is owned by the same owner, we now check if the accessing
transaction is one of its owners. If it isn’t, we register the transaction as another shared
owner or an additional transaction waiting on the object. Line 15 consequently adds
the size of the overlaps, on which tx could be registered as a shared owner, to the non-
conflicting accesses. The split function has been extended to handle splits on shared conflict
objects. If a transaction only requires shared access and the current conflict object doesn’t
have exclusively waiting transactions, the intersection isn’t treated as a conflict.

In case the transaction demanding access owns the ConflictObject, with which we have
sampled the overlap, we have to consider the different combinations of requested lock types
and the type of the ConflictObject’s locks. Lines 17 to 28 handle exclusive accesses to
shared conflict objects. For shared conflict objects, the algorithm tries to upgrade the lock
type to an exclusive lock. It is only possible to upgrade the lock if it is owned solely by the
requesting transaction tx. Otherwise, tx has to enqueue its exclusive access request. The
split operations resulting from this enqueueing are carried out in lines 25 to 26. Should the
upgrade go through, the size of the overlap is added to the non-conflicting tuples in line 30.
In case the transaction already exclusively owns the conflict object, and only shared access
is needed, line 30 also expands the non-conflicting tuples by the overlap size. Otherwise,
we move on to the next conflict object.

4.4.2.3 Lock Reassignment

Reassigning locks poses more difficulties when we have to account for waiting transactions
with different access requirements. For binary 2PL, we only had to bother with reassigning
locks once its exclusive owner is finished. As we differentiate between exclusive and shared
locks now, there can be cases where a lock can be granted to a waiting transaction, where
it previously wouldn’t have been possible. Unlike with binary 2PL, transactions with
different access requirements can wait on the same conflict object. A shared conflict object
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remains shared until there is only one shared owner left. We then check whether the first
waiting transaction equals the owner. If it does, we upgrade the lock to an exclusive lock.
Otherwise the conflict object remains in sole ownership by its holding transactions. This
first part of the lock reassignment algorithm is based on an invariant enforced by the
algorithm’s policy for the reassignment of exclusive locks. The invariant is that the first
waiting transaction requires exclusive access to the tuples represented by a shared conflict
object. If the waiting queue contained a transaction that only required shared access in
its first place, we could simply add it to the conflict object’s set of owner.

The following course of action applies to the reassignment of both shared and exclusive
conflicts objects. When the last owner of the conflict object is finished, the first waiting
transaction is declared as its new owner. The lock type of the conflict object is set according
to the new owner’s access requirements. If the new owner requires shared access, all other
transactions waiting for shared access up until the first transaction requiring exclusive
access are made shared owners. We don’t skip the exclusive transactions so that they do
not starve and get executed eventually.
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5. Meta-Model Enhancements

This chapter outlines the enhancements we made to the PCM to support the modeling of
transactional behavior and database accesses. Section 5.1 describes the design of transac-
tional operations integrated with the RDSEFF of PCM. The ensuing section 5.2 proposes
enhancements that allow the modeling of tables on an abstract level. On the basis of
this explicit modeling of tables, conflicts between the database accesses submitted within
transactions can be determined through simulation or analytical methods. We designed
our PCM enhancements to be minimally invasive, so that they do not require changes to
PCM’s meta-model core. The enhancements are injected into Palladio’s modeling envi-
ronment using EMF’s child creation extenders [Mer08].

5.1 Transaction Model

Modeling transactional behavior, we need to ensure that the concepts of defining trans-
actions and their boundaries are consistent with the abstraction level of PCM. For this
purpose, we explore different abstraction levels of transactional interactions commonly
employed in enterprise applications and evaluate them for our modeling purpose. Merkle
distinguishes three different modeling abstractions, which he refers to as transaction de-
marcations [Mer13]. When implicit transaction demarcation [Mer13] is used, transactions
aren’t explicitly declared. Instead, a rule set is applied to an existing architectural model.
An example for such a rule set discussed by Merkle is that every service call is embedded
into a separate transaction. The disadvantage of this implicit transaction demarcation is
the lack of control over individual transactions. Since the transactions are embedded into
a model instance based on a rule set, it isn’t possible to differentiate the transactional
behavior of two structurally equivalent RDSEFFs.

Declarative transaction demarcation derives the transaction borders from annotations
made to the component services [Mer13]. It is an abstraction of the container-managed
transactions (CMT) concept found in Enterprise JavaBeans (EJB) [EL11, p. 226-235]. In
EJB, components can be marked to be considered as part of container-managed transac-
tions. The software developer then declares the transactional behavior of individual meth-
ods via annotations. Namely, a transaction marked as @Required has to be placed within
the context of a transaction by the execution environment [EL11, p. 231]. @Requires_New

forces the execution environment to start a new transaction for the service call, even if it is
placed within a preexisting transaction. If a service call cannot be embedded into a trans-
action, it is marked as @NotSupported. Merkle suggests these three annotation types to
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be utilized as the basis of a declarative transaction model for PCM [Mer13]. Applying the
concept of declarative transaction demarcation to PCM, the transactional behavior would
be defined via properties annotated to the service signatures in interfaces. In contrast
to the implicit demarcation, the declarative transaction demarcation allows each service
call’s transactional behavior to be declared individually.

Imperative transaction demarcation gives the component developers direct control over
the transactional boundaries [Mer13]. Explicit begin, abort and commit actions are em-
bedded into the RDSEFF of components. While this method enables the most flexible
demarcation of boundaries, it also has disadvantages. Declarative transaction demarca-
tion offers information on the transactional behavior as part of components’ provided
interfaces. This allows other component developers to choose required components based
on their transactional behavior. Using imperative transaction demarcation, no information
on the transactional behavior of component services is available on the level of interfaces.
Instead, each RDSEFF internally defines its transactional behavior.

Even though all three approaches have their merits, we opted for the imperative transaction
demarcation in the context of this thesis. The direct declaration of transactions offers the
best tractability for the development of our transaction simulator. Transformations used
to generate actual transactions out of an implicit or declarative demarcation model are
thereby omitted. Still, we designed our concurrency control simulator, as well the entity
model, to be usable in combination with other transaction models.

In the following, two alternate transaction designs will be discussed. Both designs share
the same core design discussed in the section of the alternative we selected. However, they
differ in the level of detail and control the component developer is given over the modeling
of transactional behavior.

5.1.1 Selected Design Alternative: Implicit Abort Behavior

Figure 5.1: Realization of transactions as an enhancement of PCM

Figure 5.1 depicts how we embedded transactions into PCM. TransactionAction repre-
sents a transaction. It can be placed anywhere in the RDSEFF’s chain of actions, including
inside the ResourceDemandingBehaviours of other control flow constructs. The bound-
aries of the transaction aren’t explicitly defined. Distinguishing an explicit begin and
abort action would make it significantly more difficult to enforce the validity of control
flows. Every opened transaction has to either be commited or aborted. Therefore we
would have to ensure that every begin action is eventually followed up by a commit ac-
tion. To avoid dangling transactions and ease transaction modeling, we have thus decided
to model transactions akin to control flow constructs. Every TransactionAction owns a
TransactionActionBehaviour. Inside this behavior we place a sequence of other actions,
including database operations. All of these actions fall into the transaction boundaries
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defined by the TransactionAction. TransactionActionBehaviour is a specialization of
ResourceDemandingBehaviour, as we want to discriminate transactional behavior from
the regular RDSEFF control flow.

Our model enhancement deliberately allows transactions to be nested: Since Transac-

tionAction is a specialization of AbstractInternalControlFlowAction, it can be placed
inside the TransactionActionBehaviour of any other transaction or, more generally, any
ResourceDemandingBehaviour. A TransactionAction is considered nested, if it is em-
bedded in a hierarchy of control flow constructs that is nested in the TransactionAction-
Behaviour of another transaction. The component developer isn’t required to identify
whether services called within a transaction start transactions themselves. Transactions
and database accesses of the called service are simply nested into the context of the outer
transaction. Thereby a transaction isn’t owned by the component in whose RDSEFF
the TransactionAction is defined. Instead, the user request that was issued to the system
hosts the transaction. Database accesses made within a transaction hence are always made
on behalf of the user request, which set off the execution of the service described in the
RDSEFF.

A TransactionAction doesn’t explicitly define the abort or rollback behavior of the trans-
action. In this design variation, determining the abort behavior is left to the simulator.
Our conflict simulator (cf. section 6) continues with the next action following a transac-
tion, after an abort has been issued. We plan to add a property in future model iterations
that lets the component developer set the abort behavior of individual transactions. One
alternative abort behavior would be to resubmit the transaction a limited amount of times,
before it is eventually considered failed. While this doesn’t allow the component developer
to explicitly define the abort behavior, it enables him to state the implications of aborted
transactions more precisely.

5.1.2 Design Alternative: Explicit Abort Behavior

Database connectivity frameworks built upon the explicit transaction demarcation princi-
ple, e.g. JDBC, assign the responsibility of handling transaction aborts and rollbacks to
the user application. Besides explicit user aborts, transaction aborts are also the result of
contention with other transaction active on the accessed database. Therefore applications
using these frameworks have to handle the rollback of aborted transactions, even if they
themselves do not explicitly abort transactions.

Handling the abort behavior of a transaction can extend beyond a simple rollback call to
the database driver. Changes to the application state, which were made as a consequence
of the transaction, have to be undone. This either results in the application restoring the
previous state based on database queries, or local logs and calculations. For long-running
and complex transactions, the restore operations can amount to a significant amount of
work.

In the process of designing a suitable abstraction of explicit transactions, we had considered
the inclusion of an explicit abort modeling. Figure 5.2 depicts the model abstraction of a
transaction with an explicit abort behavior. The AbortBehaviour is meant to be executed
if an abort occurs during the course of the transaction’s TransactionActionBehaviour.
Since a TransactionAction can be nested inside another transaction’s TransactionAc-

tionBehaviour, the context of an aborted transaction potentially encompasses more than
one AbortBehaviour. There are multiple ways to interpret the numerous existence of
abort behaviors. For example, the individual abort behaviors can be handled iteratively,
until the transaction has been fully rolled back. Another solution is to only regard the
outmost, or innermost, abort behavior. Valid arguments can be made for either ways of
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Figure 5.2: Transactional enhancement of PCM with explicit abort modeling

proceeding, which is why we leave the choice of interpreting the semantics to the simulation
or analysis, respectively.

The main advantage of explicitly defining a transaction’s rollback behavior lies in the in-
creased model precision. Nevertheless, it comes at a cost of increased modeling complexity.
As we don’t model database objects or locks on an instance basis (cf. section 4.2), the
release of database locks has to be handled by the concurrency control simulator. Our
conflict model doesn’t assign distinct identities to database tuples. Therefore, we cannot
precisely model the restoration of a previous application state via database operations:
Unless we were to further distinguish the types of database operations, accesses made in
the AbortBehaviour are indistinguishable from other database operations. These accesses,
however, usually request the same tuples as the aborted transaction in order to restore the
previous state.

Even though the abort behavior can have a notable impact on the performance of the
modeled system, the most significant performance impact of transactions lies within the
execution of nested database operations and eventual contention on database locks. The
abort behavior only has meaningful implications on the predicted performance of a modeled
system, if there is a high rate of aborting transactions to begin with. A high abort rate in
itself is indicative of a bottleneck in the modeled system’s design. Subsequently, the explicit
modeling of abort behavior only improves the prediction accuracy for systems already
demonstrating problematic performance characteristics. However, it isn’t necessary to
identify that a modeled system’s interaction with the connected databases is problematic.

We consider the expressiveness and accuracy gained from explicit rollback modeling to be
significantly outweighed by the aforementioned drawbacks. In the end, we thus opted for
an implicit modeling of the abort behavior.

5.2 Entity Model

The PCM distributes the construction of an architectural model over various roles, as
section 2.3 outlined. This separation is motivated by the different scopes of duty and
responsibility assumed by the stakeholders involved in the architectural design of a soft-
ware system. Modeling data entities, different roles can be identified as well. Component
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developers specify queries on available databases. Outside of the definition of required
interfaces, each component’s RDSEFFs and implementation are developed independently
from other components. Therefore the components’ database mappings won’t be syn-
chronized, unless they are properly coordinated through some kind of interface definition.
In the field of database design, the data architect [BM07] is responsible for establishing
consistent database access throughout all systems affiliated with a set of databases. PCM
doesn’t have a role that completely subsumes the role of the data architect. We have, how-
ever, identified commonalities with PCM’s roles and distributed the definition of entities
and access operations among them. The first design alternative presented in the following
splits up the data architect’s responsibilities over the existing PCM submodel. Section
5.2.2’s model variant consolidates some of the aspects distributed over the models in an
additional model view.

5.2.1 Design Alternative: Full Integration with PCM

Figure 5.3: Meta-model enhancements for entity and access modeling

Figure 5.3 outlines the distribution of the entity and access modeling over PCM’s pack-
ages. The reasoning behind the chosen modeling and its fundamental concepts will now
be explained. Data architects usually harmonize and integrate existing software solu-
tions to work on common databases. When modeling on an architectural level, we can
avoid this integration process and design the database schema based on the components’
common requirements. The software architect and component developers communicate
component interfaces and implementations through the repository. Therefore, it makes
sense to integrate the definition of common entity types into the repository. Similar to
service calls on a required interface shared among multiple components, this enables com-
ponent developers to work on a common entity type mapped to the same entity instance.
TxAwareRepository specializes Repository. In addition to its supertype’s properties,
TxAwareRepository contains a set of data entity definitions. The entity definitions are
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performed by defining instances of the associated DataEntity. Every DataEntity is iden-
tified by a unique name.

At first it might seem logical to combine a variation on the Entity-Relationship (ER) model
with PCM to model entities and their relations. Conceptually, the ER model presents a
high-level abstraction of data that abstracts from DBMS implementation details [EN10,
p. 200ff.]. Relationships determine the connections between entities, such as authors and
books managed by a library. They provide useful information for the realization of the
designed schemata on databases. In the library, author and book are linked by an M-to-N
relationship: An author can be the author of multiple books, and a book can be written
by multiple authors. Translating the ER model to a simulation model, we should be able
to derive information relevant to the prediction of conflicting access sets. If we only select
books written by a the author C. Szyperski, other book entity instances aren’t accessed.
It is clear that the conflict probability is lower if a second transaction requests another
author’s book, than it is when it requests the books written by Szyperski as well. However,
conflicts can still occur: If the second transaction accesses the books written by Szyperski’s
co-author Murer [SGM02], both transactions conflict on the set of accessed books.

The previous example illustrates why the knowledge on relationships between entities is
not sufficient to derive information on the conflicts between transactions. Beyond the
relationships, we would require detailed knowledge on access profiles and the relationships
between actual data objects represented by entity instances. Modeling software systems
on an architectural level, this information can either not be obtained yet, or its collection
and integration isn’t feasible. Therefore, we decided to only model the entities.

At this point, it is important to stress that a DataEntity is not synonymous to a table.
Data entities grouped within a repository merely form a set of entity types defined in
the context of a PCM instance. Similar to the interfaces declared in a repository, this
allows component developers to declare and identify commonly accessed data entities.
A DataEntity does not contain any information on the frequency, distribution or other
properties of data objects with said entity type. Frequency and size of data objects depend
on the deployment and usage environment of a system. Separating the abstract type of a
DataEntity from its characterization as a corresponding database table also enables the
extensibility of our model to non-relational persistence mechanisms.

We extended the PCM’s system submodel to include a specialized TxAwareSystem. This
transaction-aware system hosts a set of DeployedDataEntitys. A deployed data entity
relates to exactly one entity type. Through the assignment of the data entity to the
deployed data entity, the data entity is mapped to an entity instance. The entity instance
is what we would commonly refer to as a table. For now, we decided against tying the
entity instances to a ResourceContainer in an AllocationContext. Deploying a group
of data instances on database containers would enable a detailed prediction of performance
implications in distributed databases. However, in the scope of this thesis we deliberately
spared out this aspect of database performance and focused on a general assessment of
the performance impact of conflicts on accessed databases. A model addition that realizes
the mapping of data entities to resource containers is outlined in section 5.2.3. As System
is the outmost entity representing the modeled system, we embedded the globally visible
DeployedDataEntity directly into it.

The deployment of data entities is performed independently of performance-relevant char-
acteristics, such as the size of the table. We separated the definition of these properties
from the deployment definition: While the system deployer has knowledge of the resource
environment of a system, he isn’t concerned with system properties related to the usage
environment. These properties are defined in the usagemodel by the domain expert. The
domain expert defines the usage model as a set of workload profiles issued on the modeled
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system. Database contents in enterprise systems generally represent relationships between
customers, employees and offered services. Knowledge on these relationships is part of the
domain expert’s area of expertise.

A database connected with the system materializes results from user interactions with
the systems. Its data is commonly collected over years of use. We neglect run-time
changes of the data resulting from our modeled system behavior. Instead, we base our
predictions on a static database state described by a group of EntityCharacterisations.
The entity characterizations are stored in a specialized TxAwareUsageModel. Every entity
characterization corresponds to exactly one deployed data entity. Depending on the usage
context of the modeled system, these characterizations can be exchanged.

The entity characterization determines the performance-relevant characteristics of the en-
tities found in the modeled software system, which depend on the system’s usage context.
We identified two key attributes in defining these performance-relevant properties of entity
instances. The cardinality declares the number of objects associated with each entity
instance. In other words, it defines the size of the table that can be derived by applying
the entity characterization to a deployed data entity. bytesPerInstance sets the average
byte size of each tuple in a table. Declaring the tuple size on a byte-level doesn’t fit in with
the level of abstraction found in the usage model. The usage model leaves considerations
of the resource environment aside, such as the number of bytes read from a HDD by a user
request. Therefore one could argue to move bytesPerInstance to DeployedDataEntity.
Yet, the average byte size of tuples stored in a table also largely depend on its usage
context, if the table contains row attributes with variable sizes such as VARCHAR.

5.2.2 Selected Design Alternative: Introduction of New PCM Submodel

The previously presented full integration of entity and table modeling distributes the def-
inition of entity instances over the usage and system model. As was highlighted by the
ambiguity in locating the definition of the average tuple size bytesPerInstance, there
exist cross-cutting concerns between the modeling of deployed databases and the char-
acterization of past usage behavior materialized in entity instances. The second design
alternative consolidates the deployment and characterization of entities into the model
entitymapping.

Figure 5.4 depicts the model restructured to feature a separate entity mapping model. An
EntityMapping consists of several EntityCharacterisations. Every EntityCharacter-

isation describes characteristic properties of a DataEntity instance found in a certain
usage environment. We chose the cardinality and the average size of a data object as prop-
erties essential to the prediction of concurrency control and database performance. Similar
to having multiple usage models for the same assembly model, we can define different entity
mappings for a set of entities defined within a repository.

While structurally identical, EntityCharacterisation’s semantics differ from the Enti-

tyCharacterisation presented in section 5.2.1. EntityCharacterisation previously de-
scribed past user behavior in the usage model. Since PCM’s usage model is only concerned
with the description of user workloads and component configurations, it is not suited for
the instantiation of entities. The aforementioned design alternative therefore separately
maps entities to deployed entity instances in the definition of the system environment.
The EntityCharacterisation in entitymapping includes this entity instantiation con-
cern. Every EntityCharacterisation warrants the existence of an entity instance for
the corresponding data entity. A separate instantiation in the system model thus isn’t
necessary.
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Figure 5.4: Meta-model enhancements for entity and access modeling

5.2.3 Entity Access Modeling

This section explains how the constructs presented in figures 5.1.1 and 5.4 can be used to
incorporate the transactional behavior of component services in PCM’s RDSEFF. Using
DataAccessAction, component developers can declare the accesses performed on entities
in relation to a group of entity types defined within the repository. Like Transaction-

Action, DataAccessAction extends AbstractInternalControlFlowAction. Hence, a
DataAccessAction can be inserted in the RDSEFF of any component.

A DataAccessAction does not need to be nested within a TransactionAction. If it is
added to an RDSEFF outside of a transaction, the DataAccessAction implicitly defines
a transaction. This transaction only consists of the DataAccessAction itself. If the
DataAccessAction is nested within multiple transactions, we interpret it to be associated
with the innermost transaction.

Every access operation either requires read or write access, which is set with the Ac-

cessType attribute. The accessed entities are linked to entities using instances of the
EntityAccess type. Every EntityAccess refers to exactly one entity type stored in the
repository. Similar to accessing multiple tables in the same SQL statement, grouping ac-
cess to multiple entities in the same DataAccessAction enables a more comprehensive
and compact description of accesses. It also opens up the possibility to derive further
information on the distribution of accessed entities from the correlation of accesses.

In contrast to SQL’s declarative access description via declarative queries with WHERE and
HAVING clauses, DataAccessAction doesn’t allow the component developer to implicitly
declare the accessed tuples. Instead, the attribute accessedTupleNumber contained within
every EntityAccess defines the number of accessed tuples.

Determining the access size can be difficult when an EntityAccess instance represents a
complex aggregate function over multiple entities. However, since accessedTupleNumber

has the type PCMRandomVariable, the access size can be modeled based on a distribution.
Instead of predicting a singular access size, the component developer can thus specify a
range of sizes with probabilities he expects. A major advantage of defining the accesses by
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their sizes, in contrast to a declarative query, is that the component developer doesn’t have
to commit himself to a particular query statement. This suits PCM’s architectural level
of abstraction better, since it hides the performance impact of declarative query design as
an implementation detail.

5.2.4 Entity Container

As was stated previously, entitymapping combines concerns from the usage and deploy-
ment model. In PCM, the system deployer maps components and connectors found in the
assembly model to the execution environment. Applying his scope of responsibilities to
PCM extended by an abstraction of databases, it follows that part of his task is connect-
ing the components with deployed databases. If we want to account for the distribution
of entities over multiple databases, these mappings need to be portrayed by our model.
Although the entitymapping model currently doesn’t define the database mappings, we
designed the entitymapping model with the mappings in mind.

Figure 5.5: Container concept for distributed entity modeling

Figure 5.5 depicts a version of entitymapping supporting the distributed deployment
of entities. The entity mapping consists of a group of EntityContainers. We based
the container concept on the one found in PCM’s allocation submodel used to map
components defined in a repository to component containers in the resource environment.

Every entity container represents a database instance. An entity container references the
ResourceContainer on which the database instance is supposed to be deployed. All the
EntityCharacterisations in an entity container are deployed on the same database.
The EntityContainer is mapped to exactly one ResourceContainer, which is supposed
to host the accompanying database. Every entity instance described by an EntityChar-

acterisation is hosted in exactly one EntityContainer.

Simulating a model instance that uses the container concept, an EntityAccess can be
mapped to the designated ResourceContainer. The simulator then stresses the resources
encapsulated by the ResourceContainer based on the accesses to the corresponding entity.
If we were to include the modeling of performance prediction for database query execution
into our simulation, this would allow us to evaluate different database distributions in the
modeled software system against each other. Yet, it doesn’t capture the partial replication
[EN10, p. 897] of database objects in a distributed database. Partial replication would
require us to introduce a modeling of replication policy, unless we explicitly wanted the
system deployer to assign the replicated instances for every entity.
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6. Simulator Development

This chapter describes how we implemented the simulation of concurrency control and
integrated it with EventSim. Even though we chose EventSim as the simulator to be
enhanced with concurrency control simulation, we implemented the enhancement in such
a way that both the PCM simulator as well the concurrency control simulator can be
exchanged.

EventSim

Transaction Traversal 
Strategies

DB Driver + 
Transaction Manager 

Simulator

uses

Conflict Model 

Simulator

uses

Figure 6.1: Schematic overview of the simulation architecture

Figure 6.1 depicts the architecture of our implementation. The conflict model simulator
implements the conflict model and algorithms described in chapter 4. The model imple-
mentation is encapsulated in a library. It is meant to be interchanged with other conflict
models and therefore has no dependencies with EventSim. Section 6.1 further describes
the conflict model implementation.

We enhanced EventSim’s traversal strategies to handle the simulation of our transactional
PCM enhancements. The traversal strategies utilize specialized concurrency control re-
sources to register transactions and access requests. These concurrency control resources
simulate a database driver, which is connecting an application to the DBMS. Since this
thesis focuses on the simulation of concurrency control, we only take the DBMS’s transac-
tion manager into account as a separate simulation entity. Even though other components
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of the DBMS also impact the performance of transactions, we leave them aside and sub-
sume them in the transaction manager’s interface. We outline the integration of traversal
strategies and the coupling of the conflict model with EventSim in section 6.2.

6.1 Concurrency Control Implementation

In order to properly simulate the implications of concurrency control on the simulated per-
formance of our extended PCM, we have to embed the conflict model described in section
4.2 in an abstraction fitting EventSim. PCM simulators, particularly EventSim, outsource
the simulation of resource demands in specialized classes. EventSim’s package entities

encloses simulators for individual resources, such as a component’s passive resources or
the processing of demands on active resources. Applications connected with databases
do not directly manage conflict or lock information. Instead, they delegate these tasks
to a database driver and the DBMS itself. This suits EventSim’s approach of separating
the resource behavior simulation from the control flow simulation. Therefore, we decided
to design the acquisition of entity accesses similar to the other resource types, especially
passive resources.

System developers can specify the execution strategies like FCFS and processor sharing
of the resource environment for the simulation. Thereby, the results of a PCM instance
simulation don’t have to be based on a generic resource demand policy. Instead, dif-
ferent schedulers can be used for the simulation of individual components. This leads
to more accurate predictions of application behavior. As section 2.4.3 sketched, DBMS
employ different protocols to ensure a certain level of consistency within the database.
Switching between concurrency control protocols changes the level of contention between
transactions. While we were only planning on providing a simulator based on 2PL, we also
wanted to keep the integration of concurrency control simulation into EventSim flexible.
Consequently, we separated the simulation of concurrency control from the abstraction of
the database driver and transaction manager.

The concurrency control simulator was built as a standalone library named conflictman-

ager. It only depends on the Apache Foundation’s math3 library [The13]. We took the
conflict model described in section 4.2 as a basis for the class hierarchy of our concurrency
control simulation library. We then built the conflict algorithm modeled after 2PL (see
section 4.3 into the conflict model. A conflict model for a group of entities can be con-
structed by creating one Table object per simulated entity. Transactions can directly be
mapped to TransactionRepresentations. When a transaction requests access on tuples
in a table, it calls the access method on the respective Table object.

Using the conflictmanager doesn’t require knowledge on the internal conflict manage-
ment via conflict objects. Transactions are commited and aborted with a call to the
commit and abort methods. These methods trigger the reassignment of locks described
in 4.3.2.2. The method isBlocked of TransactionRepresentation forms a central infor-
mation point, through which the library’s users can identify if a transaction is blocked.

6.2 Integration with EventSim

EventSim simulates the behavior of requests by traversing the RDSEFF of the called
service. Section 2.3.2.2 points out how it evaluates actions contained in an RDSEFF using
predefined traversal strategies. A traversal strategy determines the impact an action has
on both the simulation control flow and the system’s resource usage. Simultaneously, the
simulated execution time of an action is influenced by other actions, which are active on
the same resources.
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In order to simulate instances of the PCM model extended by our transactional concepts,
we have to implement traversal strategies for the newly introduced action types Transac-
tionAction and DataAccessAction. They represent transactions and accesses on tables
stored in a DBMS. When many user requests of a simulated PCM instance compete for
access on the same table, we expect some of them to be blocked due to lock contention.
By coupling the strategies of the transactional operations with the previously presented
conflict model implementation, we want to include the contention effects in EventSim’s
performance prediction.

6.2.1 Introduction of a DBMS Resource

Palladio’s resource model formed the starting point of our evaluation on a possible inclu-
sion of concurrency control effects in the performance prediction. Section 4.1.1 discusses
the suitability of the resource types found in Palladio for the simulation of concurrency
control. The passive resource type is the resource type which resembles a table the clos-
est. While there are major differences in both access granularity and semantics, they also
share essential properties. For once, both passive resources and table entities are finite
and cannot be shared indefinitely. Also, an action demanding a passive resource can only
proceed once it has acquired all passive resources it has requested. The same holds true
for database accesses made within transactions: Actions following a transaction can only
be executed once the transaction has managed to obtain the locks on all accessed rows.

public interface IPassiveResource {

public abstract boolean acquire(ISchedulableProcess process, int num,

boolean timeout, double timeoutValue);

public abstract void release(ISchedulableProcess process, int num);

...

}

Code 6.1: Excerpt from the IPassiveResource interface

The code snippet 6.1 outlines the signatures of IPassiveResource’s core methods acquire
and release by SimuCom and EventSim. User requests call acquire to gain access on
num instances of a passive resource type. Until the request has acquired all the necessary
resources, its process is blocked. To prevent accesses from blocking too long, it is possible
to set a timeout via timeout and timeoutValue. Once the request no longer needs the
passive resource, it calls release to free any subset of its instances.

When modeling the interfaces of our databases, we inherited the general structure of pas-
sive resources. However, the underlying design is largely different. Every passive resource
is directly linked to a deployed component, which only can be accessed within the RD-
SEFFs of the component. Our modeled tables are visible throughout the system. If every
table is realized as an individual resource, we have to ensure their registration to all de-
ployed components. As this would imply significant overhead, we decided to encapsulate
the management of all tables within a DBMS resource. This DBMS resource takes on
the same duties as a transaction manager in a DBMS. The next section explains both the
interfaces of this transaction manager resource type and its integration with our conflict
model simulator.

6.2.2 Transaction Manager

A transaction manager supervises transactions in a DBMS. It handles the acquisition and
release of table locks and updates transactions on their execution status. With the SimCon-
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currencyControl class we introduced the transaction manager as the main concurrency
control resource type. The resource keeps track of running and blocked transactions. It
notifies previously blocked transactions once they become runnable again. A single Sim-

ConcurrencyControl instance currently manages the simulation of all entities found in a
PCM instance. If we want to simulate a distributed database environment based on the
container concept proposed in section 5.2, every DBMS instance would be mapped to its
own SimConcurrencyControl resource.

Code 6.2: Excerpt from the SimConcurrencyControl class

public class SimConcurrencyControl extends EventSimEntity {

public boolean acquire(Long transactionId, DataEntity dataEntity, int num,

boolean isShared, Request request, double timeoutValue, ...) {...}

public void abortBlocked(Long transactionId) {...}

public boolean startTransaction(Long id) {...}

public boolean commitTransaction(Long id) {...}

}

Code snippet 6.2 contains the signature of methods, through which the database driver
(cf. section 6.2.3 registers its interactions with the database. Calling startTransaction
starts a transaction with the transaction ID id. In case a transaction with that ID is
already active on the transaction manager, the transaction is rejected. After a transaction
with the ID has been started, the database driver can request access on tables by calling
acquire. If the transaction manager can’t grant full access to the transaction, it is blocked
and false is returned. Until the transaction is reactivated, it can’t acquire access to any
additional tables. commitTransaction commits a running transaction that isn’t blocked.
Once a transaction is commited, the transaction manager checks the state of all previously
blocked transactions and restarts the execution of the associated user request. Details on
how this reactivation is actually carried out will be outlined in section 6.2.4.

User requests are not allowed to acquire access to a set of tuples outside of a running
transaction. A transaction can only be started if there currently is no other transaction
with the same transaction ID active. As our transaction model doesn’t feature an explicit
abort operation, aborts cannot be triggered by the RDSEFFs. Transactions are thus only
aborted when they are either locked indefinitely due to a deadlock, or they have waited
too long to be reactivated.

6.2.3 Database Driver

Applications can access the databases managed by a DBMS through DBMS-specific op-
erations and SQL statements embedded into its code, as is outlined in [EN10, p. 451 f.].
However, the direct embedding of DBMS access logic limits the flexibility of a developed
application. In case the underlying DBMS is exchanged, the application code that com-
municates with the DBMS has to be reviewed and adjusted. Application developers can
abstract from vendor-specific DBMS properties by using frameworks such as ODBC or
JDBC.

Section 2.4.2 outlines how these frameworks communicate with different DBMS through
database drivers. We implemented an abstract database driver to connect the simulation
of RDSEFFs with our database simulator. Our DatabaseDriver represents the simulated
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application logic in its communication with the simulated database model. For each active
user request, it registers the database access defined in the RDSEFF that is currently
executed by the request. The DataAccessActions in the RDSEFF contain no information
on the mapping of entities to simulated table resources. They only name the accessed
entities and the cardinality of these accesses. Therefore the accesses submitted by the
database driver aren’t made on tables, but entities. The resolution to the concrete table
resource is deferred to the transaction manager.

Code 6.3: Excerpt from the DatabaseDriver class

public class DatabaseDriver {

// contains a record of currently open transactions

private Map<Long, TransactionHistory> transactionHistories = ...;

// abstraction of the transaction simulator

private SimConcurrencyControl ccSimulator;

public boolean acquire(Long transactionId, DataEntity dataEntity, int num,

boolean isShared, Request request, double timeoutValue, ...) {...}

public void abort(Long transactionId) {...}

public boolean startTransaction(Long id) {...}

public boolean commitTransaction(Long id) {...}

}

Both the transaction manager and database driver of our simulator were developed from
the ground up. There is next to no gap between the transaction manager’s and database
driver’s interface shown in code snippets 6.2 and 6.3. Hence, one could argue that the
database driver is superfluous. We decided to keep the DatabaseDriver for the following
reasons. First, it eases the integration of transaction managers for fundamentally different
conflict models, such as MVCC. Secondly, the transaction manager has tasks beyond the
simple mapping of access calls. It maintains the user requests’ open transactions and
stores information needed to carry out aborts in the simulation logic. These transaction
histories are stored in TransactionHistory objects. The transaction model we used
allows transactions to be nested within other transactions. We opted to roll up the nested
transactions into singular flat transactions. When startTransaction is called on the database
driver, we check the transaction histories. If we have already opened a transaction on
the attached transaction manager ccSimulator, a virtual nested transaction is added to
its TransactionHistory. Calling commitTransaction closes one nested transaction, until
there are no virtual transactions left. Only then does the database driver close the open
transaction on the transaction manager. The abort method aborts the corresponding
transaction on the manager regardless of the nesting level. We want to stress that this
diverges from the classical concept of nested transactions, as introduced by [Mos81]. Nested
transactions are used to separate transactions into subtransactions. These subtransactions
can be rolled back separately without aborting the outer transactions, in which they are
nested. Enhancing the simulator to support the simulation of nested TransactionActions
as distinct parts of a transaction is left to future work.

6.2.4 Traversal Strategies for RDSEFF Enhancements

EventSim uses traversal strategies to simulate the behavior of scheduled events. When the
behaviour interpreter encounters an action of a specific type in an RDSEFF, it executes
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the traversal strategy defined for that type in EventSim. To simulate instances of the
PCM model extended by our transactional concepts, we implemented traversal strategies
for the newly introduced action types TransactionAction and DataAccessAction. They
represent transactions and the accesses on tables stored in a DBMS.

6.2.4.1 TransactionAction Simulation

TransactionActionTraversalStrategy simulates the behavior of TransactionActions
embedded within the RDSEFF of components. When a transaction is encountered for the
first time within a user request, a transaction on the simulation run’s database driver is
started. In order ensure isolation between individual user requests, they can never share
the same transaction. We achieve this by using the unique ID of a user request as the
transaction ID. Since there is at the most one open flat transaction per user request, the
user requests never share a transaction. Information on the newly created transaction is
appended to the simulated user’s request state. The traversal is concluded by returning
an instruction, which instructs the behaviour interpreter to traverse the actions nested
in the TransactionAction’s TransactionActionBehaviour. The instruction also orders
the interpreter to execute the traversal strategy once again after the simulation of the
TransactionActionBehaviour is finished.

In its second pass over the TransactionAction the TransactionActionTraversalStrat-
egy cleans up after the transaction. The traversal strategy recognizes TransactionActions
which have already been traversed before, by retrieving information on their state from
the request state. First, the transaction is commited on the database driver. Finally, the
traversal of a TransactionAction is concluded by signaling the behaviour interpreter to
traverse the action following the TransactionAction in the RDSEFF.

6.2.4.2 DataAccessAction Simulation

DataAccessActionTraversalStrategy is responsible for the simulation of DataAccess-
Actions. As section 5.2 explained, our model allows DataAccessActions to occur outside
of the TransactionActions’ TransactionActionBehaviour. In this case, the DataAcces-
sAction implicitly defines a transaction that only contains the data access action itself.
Therefore, the traversal of a DataAccessAction starts by checking whether or not the
access falls into a preexisting transaction. The strategy sends a request to the database
driver asking if there exists an open transaction for the user request that issued the data
access. The database driver checks if there already is an open transaction for the simu-
lated user request. In case there is, it returns true and the DataAccessAction submits
its access request within the already open transaction. Otherwise, the traversal strategy
opens a new transaction on the manager. The strategy then goes on to save information
on the transaction, in which the data access is made, in the request state.

Next, the strategy carries out the first EntityAccess of the DataAccessAction. It re-
trieves and evaluates the stochastic expression that defines the number of accessed tuples.
Using the number of accessed tuples and the access type retrieved from the action, the
traversal strategy submits a data access on the database driver. In case the access could be
fully acquired, the strategy instructs the behavior to traverse the same DataAccessAction
again. In the next traversal, the subsequent EntityAccess is resolved and performed on
the connected database driver. The traversal strategy repeats this procedure until all entity
accesses have been carried out successfully. We built this part of the traversal strategy
based on EventSim’s LoopActionTraversalStrategy. A LoopActionTraversalStrat-

egy reenters the same LoopAction n times, where n is the number of loop iterations. In
its last iteration, the strategy commits the transaction on the database driver. Ultimately,
it instructs the interpreter to continue the RDSEFF traversal with the next action.
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If, at any point, the traversal strategy is unable to fully acquire the access set defined in
an EntityAccess, the transaction has to be blocked. Since the transaction is nested in the
RDSEFF of a user request, said request cannot proceed as well. Provided that this is the
case, the traversal strategy passivates the request. Finally, the traversal strategy interrupts
the interpreter’s RDSEFFs traversal procedure by returning an interrupt instruction.

As soon as the transaction has acquired all requested resources or the transaction has been
aborted, the request is reactivated and a specialized event is triggered. This ResumeSeff-
TraversalTxEvent retrieves the cause for the resumption of the user request. Has the
transaction acquired access on all requested rows, the behaviour interpreter is resumed on
the DataAccessAction, on which it was blocked. We don’t skip to the next action in the
RDSEFF because the data access hasn’t necessarily acquired all entity accesses yet.

Has the resumption event conversely been triggered by an abort, the event has to roll back
the transactions’ request state and order the behaviour interpreter to continue with the
abort behavior execution. It retrieves the deep copy representing the user request state
prior to the transaction’s execution. This request state copy is stored in the transaction
history. Additionally, the resumption event retrieves the action from the transaction his-
tory, which is to be executed after the transaction has been aborted. While we define this
action to be the next action after the outermost TransactionAction

6.2.5 Abort Behavior

In this section we provide a comprehensive overview of our abort behavior implementa-
tion. The previous sections addressed how we coupled our concurrency control model with
EventSim to include contention scenarios into an EventSim scenario. While some of the
simulation logic introduced to simulate transaction aborts in EventSim has already been
discussed, it was mostly limited to the respective scope of classes.

Section 5.1 explained that we deliberately omitted the definition of explicit abort behavior
from the model. Aborts can thus only be the cause of transaction deadlocks and timeouts
during the simulation run. Our concurrency control simulator currently does not conduct
deadlock prevention or resolution. It does, however, implement the timeout of blocked
transactions. Thereby deadlocks are at the latest resolved when the affected transactions
time out. The timeout value is set as a simulation parameter. It defines the maximum
amount of time a transaction can be blocked, until an abort is triggered. The execution
of other actions within the query isn’t included in the timeout determination. Every time
the transaction is blocked anew, we wait the full timeout value before the transaction is
aborted.

Brosch extended the PCM by reliability aspects [Bro12]. In addition to the modeling of
failures, he also addressed how failure recovery can be modeled for a fault-tolerant system
[Bro12, p. 97-106]. Instead of propagating a failure event throughout the system, it gets
caught by a RecoveryAction [Bro12, p. 98 ff.]. The RecoveryAction defines a set of alter-
native recovery behaviors, which restore a consistent user request state. While software
failure handling and the rollback of transactions differ semantically, their simulation shares
similarities. At the time this thesis was written, EventSim didn’t support the simulation of
software failure and recovery. We thus couldn’t make use of the simulation infrastructure
shared between failures and aborts to implement the abort behavior simulation.

We implemented timeouts by scheduling specialized timeout events. Figure 6.2 sketches
the interaction between the objects involved in the simulation of a timeout. When a
DataAccessAction is encountered by the behaviour interpreter simulating the RDSEFF
of a request, it requests access on the access set defined by the DataAccessAction. The
database driver passes on the access request to the transaction manager SimConcurrency-
Control. If the transaction manager is unable to claim all the required locks, it creates a
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Figure 6.2: Sequence diagram of the abort behavior
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DataAccessTimeoutEvent and schedules its execution on the event scheduler in timeout

time units. The transaction manager returns to the database driver that it couldn’t ac-
quire all necessary locks. Subsequently, the database driver returns the same information
to the traversal strategy. Finally, the strategy passivates the user request and signals the
behaviour interpreter to discontinue its RDSEFF traversal.

After the transaction has been blocked for its set timeout value, the timeout event is ex-
ecuted by the event scheduler. The event aborts the transaction on the database driver,
which in turn aborts it on the transaction manager. Once the call to the database driver
has returned, the timeout event reactivates the simulation of the blocked user request. Re-
activating the request causes the ResumeSeffTraversalTxEvent event to execute, as was
outlined in section 6.2.4.2. The event triggers the resumption of the RDSEFF traversal by
the behaviour interpreter. The interpreter aborts the transaction and continues traversing
the RDSEFF model, starting from the appropriate execution state.
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:DataAccessTime
outEvent

acquire(access, timeout)

acquire(access, timeout)

new

:EventScheduler

schedule(timeout)

schedule(timeout)

:Request

passivate

...

activate

...

removeEvent

notifyTransactions

removeEvent

 < timeout

Figure 6.3: Sequence diagram of the resumption behavior

In well-designed enterprise applications, transaction timeouts aren’t the norm. Most com-
monly, transactions are only blocked temporarily and resumed once they have acquired all
the necessary locks. Figure 6.3 contains an exemplary sequence diagram, which outlines
how we handle these transaction resumptions. Again, the traversal strategy submits the
access request to the database driver. The database driver calls the acquire method on
the transaction manager. Since we don’t know if a transaction is only blocked shortly, the
transaction manager has to schedule a timeout event in any case. A transaction can only
be blocked iff part of its access requests conflict with the access set of at least one other
transaction. The blocked transaction can only become runnable again, once the conflicting
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transaction releases the conflicting locks. Our concurrency control simulator only releases
the locks of transactions when a transaction is finished. This means that the only time
a transaction can be resumed, is when the conflicting transaction is either commited or
aborted. Once another user request causes the transaction manager to commit or abort its
transaction, the transaction manager calls its own notifyTransaction method. The method
goes through all previously blocked transactions and checks if any have become runnable.
Subsequently all the runnable transactions’ user requests are reactivated. This causes the
behaviour interpreter to resume its traversal of the RDSEFF, in which the reactivated user
request was last active.
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This chapter examines the validity of our concurrency control simulator by comparing
the predicted behavior of database interactions on our enhanced Palladio simulator with
measurements on an actual DBMS. Since our concurrency control simulator doesn’t ac-
count for the resource load caused by database queries, we focus on scenarios where the
contention on table locks is the predominant performance factor.

7.1 Setup

We chose MySQL version 5.6.14 [Ora13b] in combination with its storage engine InnoDB
[SZT12, p. 13 ff.] as the basis of our experimental evaluation. The reasons behind this
choice are as follows. InnoDB features a row-level implementation of 2PL, whose behavior
our conflict model simulates. It utilizes 2PL to realize the consistency requirements of
MySQL’s SERIALIZABLE mode. While the official MySQL documentation provides little
information on the locking protocols’ specifics, we deduced from research in the InnoDB
source code and [SZT12, p. 11] that InnoDB realizes R2PL. Since MySQL is open-source,
we can retrace differences in the locking behavior between our simulator and InnoDB. As
MySQL sees wide use in businesses [Ora08], the comparison serves as a benchmark of our
conflict model’s compliance with the behavior of a practical 2PL implementation.

Our measurements were conducted through OLTPBenchmark (OLTP-Bench) [CDPCM08].
OLTP-Bench is a benchmarking tool that enables the evaluation of DBMS performance.
It includes a set of predefined benchmarks that are based on existing benchmarks, such as
TPC-C [Org13], as well as generic benchmarks. OLTP-Bench is written in Java and utilizes
the JDBC to communicate with databases. User requests on the database are mapped
to individual Java threads. We utilized a slightly modified variant of the lock contention
subset of the “Resource Stresser” benchmark. OLTP-Bench was changed in such a way
that work is submitted analogous to PCM’s closed workloads (see section 2.3.1.4). Details
on the data and workload will be discussed further in section 7.2.

We performed our tests on an Intel Core i7 clocked at 3.5 GHZ with 8 GB of RAM. A
64-bit Windows 8 installation was used as the operating system. MySQL and its data were
stored on an Samsung 840 Pro SSD. We executed OLTP-Bench’s contention benchmark
on the same system.
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7.2 Data and Workload

As the basis of our experiments, we constructed the table locktable with the columns
empid and salary. empid is the table’s primary key. Both columns have the integer type
and are constrained to non-empty values. We filled the table with 1024 entries, where an
entry’s empid is set to a value between 1 and 1024, and salary contains a random integer.

UPDATE locktable SET salary = ? WHERE empid IN (??);

Code 7.1: Generic query statement submitted inside a user request

The used workload is a closed workload of size k. It consists of k user requests exe-
cuted parallely. At first, every user opens up a transaction on the connected database.
All transactions are submitted in InnoDB’s SERIALIZABLE mode. InnoDB realizes the
serializability required from this mode via R2PL. Next, the request submits a query to
locktable, which updates a random set of m table entries. A generic query version can be
found in excerpt 7.1. The SQL statement’s first question mark is replaced by a randomly
generated integer value. The two question marks in brackets are replaced by the query’s
access set. The access set consists of m unique integer values between 1 and locktable’s
size: Since our conflict model assumes accesses to be follow the hypergeometric distribu-
tion, we have to ensure that the access set doesn’t contain the same ID multiple times.
Before the transaction is finally committed, the user request submits a SLEEP(1) state-
ment on the database within the transaction. Since MySQL realizes serializability using
the R2PL protocol, a transaction can only release its locks once the transaction has been
commited. As the sleep statement is submitted before we issue the commit, we could still
issue other database operations or even abort the transaction after the sleep operation has
been finished. Therefore, the SLEEP(1) statement causes the transaction to hold the write
locks on updated table entries for another second before they can finally be released. In
effect, we get a user request that randomly selects m out of 1024 rows and then hold them
for a second.

Parameter Value

#Parallel user requests k 2, 4, 8, 16

#Measured user requests > 1000

#accessed rows m 10, 20, 100

Table 7.1: Workload parameter ranges for the evaluation

The parameter values used to perform our experiments are listed in table 7.1. We designed
a comparable PCM instance using our transactional enhancements, and parameterized it
based on the benchmark properties. The deployment environment hosts a single compo-
nent, on which all the simulated user requests are submitted. Since the benchmark limited
the performed measurements via a time limit, and not a measurement limit, the number
of measured user requests surpassed 1000 measurements for some simulation runs. The
variations didn’t impact our comparison, as the number of measurements was chosen large
enough to eliminate the effect of fluctuations on the overall behavior. We also matched
the number of simulated user requests to the corresponding benchmark run’s number of
measurements.

Figure 7.1 shows the repository instance modeled after the benchmark. It contains the
component, its provided IContention interface and its RDSEFF realization of the con-
tention workload. Also included is the definition of the locktable entity corresponding to
the benchmark table. Once a request has been submitted on the component’s contention
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Figure 7.1: Repository model instance used in the evaluation for an access size of 20

service, its RDSEFF is executed. The RDSEFF starts by opening a TransactionAction.
In the transaction, the RDSEFF submits a DataAccessAction on locktable with an en-
tity access of size m. In our exemplary RDSEFF instance, m was chosen as 20. After the
request has acquired exclusive access to the twenty tuples, the RDSEFF concludes with
an InternalAction, which causes further execution to be delayed by one second.
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Figure 7.2: Histograms showcasing the response time distribution for a workload size of 8
and access size 20

As part of our initial comparison, we examined the response times for a workload size of
8, where each query updates 20 tuples. We collected roughly over 9200 measurements for
both the simulation and the benchmark. Figure 7.2 shows the distribution of response
times for both the benchmark and the simulator. The measured results are grouped in a
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histogram with equi-width buckets, each of which has a width of 1000 ms. Since practically
no work is performed in each user request, the response times should be an integral multiple
of 1000, which is the duration for which every user request sleeps, once it has acquired all
the necessary locks. However, due to fluctuations in the update execution time, as well as
delays in between Java threads executed in parallel, the measured time can vary slightly.
Therefore we added a base offset of 100 to every bucket’s upper limit to account for these
variations in measured response time. Nevertheless, we still could observe a significant
difference in measured and predicted response times. A much larger portion of the user
requests submitted by the benchmark finished their execution in two seconds or shorter:
Over 58% were done after 2100 ms, compared to less than 25% for the simulation. The
response time predicted by the simulation was, on average, higher than the actual response
time measured using the benchmark.

To determine whether the deviation between measured and predicted results was coinciden-
tal, or resulting from a systematic difference between the simulator’s contention prediction
algorithm and InnoDB’s actual behavior, we conducted a series of additional experiments.
In the experiments, we parameterized the workloads as outlined in table 7.1. Figure 7.3
contains the empirical cumulative distribution function (ECDF) graphs for a workload size
of 8. The ECDF estimates the cumulative distribution function based on a set of samples.
[Rup11, p. 48] describes the ECDF Fn(y) as “the proportion of the sample that is less
than or equal to y”.

Definition 7.3.1 Empirical cumulative distribution function (ECDF) as defined
by Rupper [Rup11, p. 48]

Fn(y) =

∑n
i=1 I(Yi ≤ y)

n
,

where I(Yi ≤ y) = 1 iff Yi ≤ y is true and 0 otherwise. n is the sample size.

Examining the execution time of every transaction, the time spent on the update operation
is negligible compared to the sleep time. This means that we can infer the duration for
which a transaction was blocked by subtracting 1000 ms from its response time. Comparing
the response time distribution in this light, the simulator predicts an average transaction to
block longer than it is blocked comparatively in the benchmark on InnoDB. The ECDFs
for the predicted and measured benchmark times depicted in figure 7.3a showcase this
quite well: Besides the small socket of user requests which were predicted not to block,
the simulator overestimated the request’s wait time by roughly one second.

Comparing the discrepancy in measurements between an access size 20 (figure 7.3a) and
10 (figure 7.3a), the simulator’s predicted response times are more accurate for the smaller
access size of 10. Although the difference between measured and predicted response times
is already significant for an access size of 20, it is nowhere near as big as for an access size
of 100. When every user request had issued an access to 100 rows, the simulator predicted
almost all user requests to be blocked for seven seconds. In contrast, the benchmark
requests were blocked for up to forty seconds. Its average response time of 8386 ms
surpasses the average 7970 ms estimated by the benchmark. The benchmark’s ECDF
resembles an exponential distribution.

These first measurements for a workload size of 8 led us to the hypothesis that the accuracy
of the simulator’s predictions depend on the size of the accesses submitted to the database.
The response times for the other workloads listed in table 7.1 support this hypothesis, as
will be outlined in the following. We quantified the difference between measured and
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Figure 7.3: Empirical cumulative distribution function of the response time for a workload
size of 8
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Workload Size Access Size EMD

2 10 9.47
20 18.87

100 5.46

4 10 4.29
20 226.82

100 1269.09

8 10 181.67
20 919.53

100 4495.02

16 10 520.26
20 2362.27

100 12714.67

Table 7.2: EMD between predicted and
measured results for the work-
loads listed in table 7.1
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Figure 7.4: Graphical representation of EMDs

predicted response times using the Earth Mover’s Distance (EMD) [RTG00]. The EMD is
a distance measure used to compare the similarity of two distributions. We calculated the
EMD between corresponding pairs of equi-width histograms with a bucket size of 1000 ms
starting at 100 ms, where each pair consists of a histogram on the measured and predicted
response times with the same workload. The frequencies of the histograms were normalized
by the number of user requests. Thereby, every bucket contains the percentage of user
requests with response times matching the bucket’s range.

Table 7.2 contains the calculated EMDs for the aforementioned workloads. Figure 7.4
graphically displays these results in a wireframe graph. Given constant workload size, we
can observe an increase in EMD with higher access size cardinalities. The computed EMDs
between the measurements for a workload size of two form the only exception to this rule.
While these observations do not support the hypothesis on the correlation between access
size and simulator accuracy, they do not contradict it either. Since the absolute EMD
values and their variances are very low for all the access sizes given a workload size of two,
the EMD can reasonably be assumed to be stable over the measurements. The size of the
EMD also increases with larger workload sizes. This implies that the simulator accuracy
also suffers for larger workload sizes.

In addition to significantly higher measured response times, 28 out of 1140 transactions
timed out in the benchmark for a workload size of 16 and an access size of 100. Because
every transaction directly declares its whole access set on a single table in one transaction,
timeouts should be avoidable for all transactions in the benchmark’s workload. InnoDB’s
transaction timeout value is, by default, set to 50 seconds. Since the benchmark uses
a closed workload, a new transaction can only be started on the database once another
transaction has been commited. If InnoDB would immediately grant all the available
requested locks to a transaction and assign locks with conflicting owners based on their
arrival in the lock waiting queue, all transactions should commit after they have waited
for all the transactions to finish that were started before it:

texecution(tx16) = maxi=1..15{texecution(txi)}+ 1s) ≤ 16s,

where txi is the i-th transaction. As the maximum execution times of all other transac-
tions are also bounded by the maximum execution time of the other transaction, the total
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execution time of a transaction cannot be longer than 16 seconds. The difference between
the formula’s upper bound and the measurements hint at a fundamental difference in lock
acquisition policy between our generic conflict model and InnoDB’s R2PL implementa-
tion. The following section discusses how InnoDB’s implementation affects the measured
contention on the database and, in turn, the response times of the user requests.

7.4 Examination of Discrepancies

The large differences in measured results between the benchmark and our simulation can’t
be explained by JDBC and Java threading characteristics. In the last section’s conclusion
we noted that these differences likely can be traced back to the lock acquisition policy of
InnoDB. In the following, we thus look into implementation details of its locking policy.
Section 7.4.2 compares the benchmark results against an RDSEFF instance modified to
emulate MySQL’s lock acquisition policy specifics. If the simulation of the modified RD-
SEFF were to reflect MySQL’s behavior, this would confirm that our simulator correctly
realizes R2PL’s locking scheme.

7.4.1 Concurrency Control in MySQL

In the following, we discuss implementation details and specifics of the realization of con-
currency control in MySQL. As MySQL’s documentation offered an insufficient level of
detail in its description, we decided to examine the source code. The source code we base
our discussions on is that of MySQL’s version 5.6.13 retrieved from SkySQL’s download
archive [Sky13].

MySQL doesn’t handle concurrency control at one central point. According to [Ora12],
it delegates the handling of storage and lock management to storage engines. Multiple
storage engines can be active in the same deployed MySQL instance [Ora12]. When a
table is created, it is explicitly assigned to be handled by one of these storage engines.
We utilized MySQL’s InnoDB storage engine to handle the table in this evaluation, as
it utilizes R2PL to realize serializability. MySQL manages transactions on a level above
the storage engines: Similar to a distributed database, it coordinates accesses to tables
handled by different engines through the two-phase commit protocol [Ora12].

MySQL processes updates on a per-row basis. When a user submits an update on mul-
tiple rows to MySQL, the procedure mysql update is executed. This procedure can be
found in sql/sql_update.cc inside MySQL’s source code. It iteratively goes through
the individual rows selected to be updated and requests InnoDB’s handler to update the
row. The handler calls row_update_for_mysql in row0mysql.cc located in storage/in-

nobase/row/. If the write lock necessary to update the row cannot be obtained, the
transaction gets suspended immediately by a call to row_mysql_handle_errors. This
means that transactions in InnoDB block as soon as the first conflicting lock has been
encountered. No attempts are made to acquire additional locks until the conflict has been
resolved.

The sequential lock acquisition of InnoDB differs substantially from the way locks are
acquired in our conflict model. As section 4.3.2.1 explained, the conflict algorithm imme-
diately acquires the locks on all tuples that aren’t owned by other transactions, or belong
to non-conflicting transactions. In contrast, MySQL only assigns free rows up until the
first conflict to the requesting transaction. The lower processing times of the benchmarks
and request timeouts we observed in section 7.3 can be explained by these differences in
locking policy, as will be outlined next.

In order to understand the effect sequential and immediate locking has on the measured
or predicted conflict potential, let us take a look at the exemplary locking states of the
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simulator and benchmark taken for a workload size of 8 and an access size of 20. This
workload was part of our response time comparison in section 7.3.

SELECT trx_id, trx_state, trx_rows_locked, blocking_lock_id, trx_query

FROM INFORMATION_SCHEMA.INNODB_TRX

LEFT JOIN INFORMATION_SCHEMA.INNODB_LOCK_WAITS b ON

trx_id=requesting_trx_id;

Code 7.2: Query used to retrieve locking and execution information from the database
during a benchmark run

trx id trx state trx rows locked blocking lock id trx query

143271 LOCK WAIT 7 143284:10:5:158 UPDATE . . .

143278 LOCK WAIT 15 143280:10:5:430 UPDATE . . .

143280 RUNNING 20 — SELECT SLEEP(1)

143281 LOCK WAIT 2 143278:10:4:102 UPDATE . . .

143284 LOCK WAIT 9 143280:10:5:190 UPDATE . . .

143289 RUNNING 20 — SELECT SLEEP(1)

143290 LOCK WAIT 2 143281:10:4:73 UPDATE . . .

143291 RUNNING 20 — SELECT SLEEP(1)

Table 7.3: Transaction status snapshot taken from MySQL using an SQL query 7.2

Table 7.3 shows a lock status snapshot taken from a benchmark run with a closed workload
size of eight and an update set of size 20. It was taken by submitting the SQL statement
7.2 to InnoDB’s information schema tables. These tables carry detailed information on
the status of transactions, including their held locks. Documentation on the information
further contained in the schema tables can be found at [Ora13a]. The column trx_state

contains a transaction’s execution status, where LOCK WAIT corresponds with the transac-
tion being blocked due to a conflict with another transaction on a locked row. trx_query
contains a textual representation of the query submitted by the transaction, which is cur-
rently processed by InnoDB. At the time the snapshot depicted in table 7.3 was taken,
three queries had successfully acquired all the locks necessary to proceed to the SLEEP

operation. The other seven transactions were blocked due to a conflict with another active
transaction. trx_rows_locked shows the number of rows a transaction has locked already.
Its value is significantly lower than 20 for most of the transactions. Blocked transactions
can only transition to RUNNING, once they have acquired the lock referred to in column
blocking_lock_id.

trx id trx state trx rows locked trx rows owned

806 LOCK WAIT 20 19

812 LOCK WAIT 20 14

808 LOCK WAIT 20 19

809 LOCK WAIT 20 18

810 LOCK WAIT 20 18

811 LOCK WAIT 20 17

813 LOCK WAIT 20 19

805 RUNNING 20 20

Table 7.4: Transaction status taken during the simulation. Column names were chosen to
resemble the InnoDB snapshot 7.3.
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InnoDB’s sequential lock acquisition policy results in lower conflict probabilities for work-
load configurations with low contention potential. A snapshot taken during an equally
parameterized simulation run is depicted by table 7.4. Comparing it against the snap-
shot 7.3 taken from InnoDB’s transaction status table during the benchmark run, we can
observe that every waiting transaction is holding significantly less locks than a waiting
transaction in our simulation. In total, 95 locks on unique rows are held by transactions
active on the benchmark’s table. In the simulator snapshot, 144 locks are held. This is the
result of the simulator immediately assigning locks on all available rows to a transaction
when it submits a request. While 124 locks are assigned to blocked transactions for the
simulator, the blocked transactions in the benchmark only hold 35 locks. This makes it
much more likely for a new transaction to be blocked when it arrives on the simulated
system’s database than for the actual benchmark.

Once the running transaction is commited, its locks can be reassigned to the other trans-
actions. Since there are now only seven running user requests in the system, an eighth
transaction is submitted to the system. Assuming that the benchmark’s transaction 143280
is the first to commit, the blocked transactions 143278 and 143284 can claim the lock from
143280 they were waiting on. If no additional conflicts occur for both 143278 and 143284,
they each lock at most an additional 20−trx rows locked tuples. All in all, this leaves
95− 20 + (20− 15) + (20− 9) = 91 blocked rows after the running transaction 143280 has
commited. In the benchmark, the probability that the transaction can proceed immedi-
ately and doesn’t conflict with the locks of other active transactions is P sim

hyper(X = 0) with
a population size of 1024, 108 success elements and a draw size of 20. When transaction
805 commits in the simulation, 7 of its locks get reassigned to waiting locks, while the other
13 locks are removed from conflict management. 144− 7 = 137 locks remain in possession
of active transactions. Consequently, the probability for the simulation is P bench

hyper (X = 0)
with 137 success elements and otherwise equal parameters. Evaluating both probabilities
based on a hypergeometric distribution, we can identify that the new transaction is almost
three times more likely to be granted all its locks in the benchmarking scenario than it is
in the simulation:

P bench
hyper (X = 0) = 0.1526 > P sim

hyper(X = 0) = 0.0549.

Even if the transaction itself doesn’t get blocked, the probability of transactions arriving
in the future is lower for the benchmark. Since accesses on a table managed by InnoDB
do not acquire locks beyond the first row held by a conflicting transaction, the number
of locked rows in turn is lower than in the conflict model utilized by our simulation. For
scenarios with higher contention, the discrepancy between the conflict probability of the
simulator and benchmark becomes even bigger. This explains why we could observe larger
EMDs between them for increasing access and workload sizes (c.f. figure 7.4): More users
submitting larger access requests lead to a higher level of contention.

The end of section 7.3 pointed out that transactions shouldn’t take more than 16 seconds
if InnoDB immediately requested locks on all accessed rows. However, we could observe
execution times well above 30 seconds for a workload size of 16 and an access size of
100. Because a blocked transaction hasn’t submitted all of its pending lock requests,
transactions that have been submitted later can claim these locks. Once the transaction
acquires the lock it originally conflicted on, it quickly gets suspended again. This can cause
blocked transactions to block longer than their timeout value permits: A few transactions
in the benchmark run timed out, as their wait time surpassed InnoDB’s default lock wait
timeout duration of 50 seconds.
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7.4.2 Comparison with Modified RDSEFF

In the last section, we provided an explanation for the discrepancies between measured and
predicted execution times presented in section 7.3. Nevertheless, our conflict model could
still be faulty. This is, however, not the case, as will be demonstrated in the following.

Figure 7.5: Repository model instance with an access set of size 10 distributed over 10
DataAccessActions

InnoDB sequentially locks all the rows affected by an update until it encounters the first
conflicting row lock. Contrary to this, the algorithm used in our concurrency control
simulator immediately locks all tuples described in a EntityAccess of a DataAccess-

Action. For a sequence of DataAccessActions requesting access on the same entity,
our simulator blocks the transaction execution as soon as a first conflict in the chain of
entity accesses occurs. If we distribute the entity access of size m defined in a single
DataAccessAction over m sequential DataAccessActions with entity accesses of size one
to the same entity, our simulator should be able to emulate InnoDB’s locking mechanism.
Figure 7.5 shows the sequential access repository variant for an access size of 10. It contains
ten DataAccessActions that each only request access to one tuple. Before a call on this
RDSEFF can finish, it needs to pass through all data accesses and wait for another second.

Figure 7.6 depicts the ECDFs for the response times obtained from the benchmark and the
simulator using the unmodified RDSEFF, as well as the RDSEFF with the sequential data
accesses. The modified RDSEFF’s ECDF is illustrated by the ‘Simulated (seq.)’ curve.
When simulating the sequential variant for a workload size of 8 and an access size of 10,
we obtained much more precise results than for the RDSEFF containing a single access
request. The three ECDFs are matched against each other in figure 7.6a. Nevertheless,
there are still small differences between the measured and the predicted results. The
simulation’s ECDF doesn’t reach 1.0 in the depicted time frame. The reason for this can
be found in the tail of the ECDF: 0.66% of transactions in the simulation are involved in
a deadlock and thus either abort or are delayed for a long time. Because the simulated
RDSEFF consists of a series of independent data accesses, deadlocks can arise. Before
we split up the access, the transaction declared all the requested rows in the same data
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Figure 7.6: ECDFs of the measured and simulated response times. ‘Simulated (seq.)’
sketches the ECDF of the sequential RDSEFF.
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access. Thus, a transaction could commit as soon as all of its simultaneously issued lock
requests had been satisfied. For the new RDSEFF, a previously blocked transaction t1 can
request access to a row whose lock is already held by t2. If t2 already conflicts with t1, the
deadlock is complete.

Running a sequential variant of the workload with size 4 yielded no benefit over the regular
modeling. Figure 7.6b shows that the ECDFs of both workloads match up closely with
the benchmark’s ECDF. For a workload size of 16, we could observe an increased precision
in predicting the probability of access times below 5000 ms (figure 7.6c). Precision suffers
for access times higher than three seconds, as a large portion of the total user requests is
predicted to be involved in a deadlock.
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Figure 7.7: ECDFs of the measured and simulated response times for a workload size of 4
and an access size of 20. ‘Simulated (seq.)’ sketches the ECDF of the sequential
RDSEFF.

In addition to the previous analysis over a range of workload sizes, we decided to carry out
measurements for larger access sizes. Figure 7.7 contains the ECDF graphs for an access
size of 20 and a workload size 4. As highlighted by the figure, sequencing the simulation’s
RDSEFF increases the similarity between measurements on the InnoDB database and the
simulation. However, the results are again distorted by mistakenly predicted deadlocks.
Increasing the access size of the sequential RDSEFF to values far beyond 20 resulted in
a large majority of user requests being involved in a deadlock. Due to the abundance of
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wrongfully predicted deadlocks, we made the conclusion that simulating InnoDB’s for very
large access sets using sequential RDSEFFs isn’t accurate. Besides the lacking precision,
it wouldn’t be feasible to simulate all accesses sequentially. Every lock request would
cause a separate call to our simulator. Our modified RDSEFF is, however, good enough
to estimate whether our conflict model is a valid abstraction of R2PL’s behavior.

When leaving aside deadlocks, the results predicted by the simulator for the modified
RDSEFF match the benchmark measurements fairly accurately. Hence we can, with rea-
sonable certainty, assume that the response times gathered from the benchmark and the
simulation follow the same distribution. As both of them produce equally distributed re-
sponse times, the simulation’s conflict model likely matches the behavior of the DBMS.
Since MySQL’s storage engine InnoDB implements R2PL, the comparison of the modified
RDSEFF’s simulation and the benchmark results thereby suggest our conflict model to
validly represent the performance impact of the R2PL concurrency control mechanism for
randomly distributed data accesses.

7.5 Summary

This chapter compared the conflict model we developed and integrated into the Palladio
Simulator against the conflict behavior on a MySQL DBMS instance. Initial measurements
presented in section 7.3 suggested a conceptual gap between our access algorithm and the
one used by MySQL’s InnoDB engine. Section 7.4 explored the differences between model
and implementation. Using a set of modified RDSEFFs, it showed that our conflict model
is a valid representation of the R2PL protocol, although its lock acquisition policy differs
from MySQL’s implementation.

Nevertheless, it could be argued that our model is imprecise, as it doesn’t acquire locks
sequentially like MySQL. The goal of this thesis was to build a generic conflict model
representing 2PL’s locking behavior. We didn’t aim at providing a simulator for InnoDB’s
locking policy. If the sequential locking employed by InnoDB was superior to the preemp-
tive acquisition of all requested locks implemented by our conflict algorithm, it would be
indicated to construct a conflict model on basis of the sequential policy. However, there
is no clear-cut advantage of sequential locking over registering all row accesses at once.
On the one hand, MySQL managed to beat the average response times predicted by our
conflict model that is built upon a preemptive locking mechanism for low contention sce-
narios, as is showcased in figure 7.3b and 7.3a. On the other hand, its sequential access
results in long response times for a significant portion of user requests in high contention
scenarios, as figure 7.3c depicts. While a conflict model built under the sequential ac-
cess assumption would produce more accurate predictions for a MySQL DBMS, it doesn’t
predict the minimum level of contention under conflict-prone workloads.
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8. Sequential Conflict Model

In the evaluation we observed a significant difference between our conflict model and
MySQL’s InnoDB. It is caused by the different locking policies: While our conflict model
immediately submits all of an access’ lock requests, InnoDB acquires the locks sequentially
and blocks right away when it encounters the first conflicting lock. If we want to close
the gap between the simulated and the measured response time distributions, we have
to incorporate the sequential acquisition of locks into the conflict model. Section 8.1
demonstrates why this isn’t feasible for the conflict model we proposed in chapter 4. With
this in mind, section 8.2 sketches how our conflict model’s assumptions can be altered
to derive a computationally feasible conflict model that is built upon sequential locking.
While we do not go into algorithmic details, we outline the model’s general idea as a
foundation for future work.

8.1 Expanding the Stochastic Access Model

Our conflict model is characterized by its omission of individual row identities. A conflict
object represents multiple rows with identical owners and waiting transactions. When a
transaction sequentially registers its access sets on tables, it waits for no more than one
lock to be released at any specific time. Once the lock becomes available, we determine the
number of rows the transaction acquires before it is blocked again. Figure 8.1 illustrates
why this is expensive. Initially, transaction E is waiting on a single lock held by A. This
single lock is represented by conflict object CAE. Once A has commited, the conflict object
CAE gets assigned to E and merged with its access set in step 1. In step 2 transaction E
acquires a couple of free rows before another conflict with D is determined. Transaction
E is blocked until D is commited in step 3. This process is repeated as long as transaction
E hasn’t acquired the locks on all of its requested rows. Because our model assumes a
random access distribution, it is very unlikely that all conflict-free access requests are
issued in one piece. Instead, the transaction oscillates between accesses on conflict-free set
of rows and individual conflicting rows. Since every access on a conflicting row results in
an additional simulation step, the modified conflict model is only marginally less complex
than the locking mechanism of an actual DBMS.

Another factor that results in a higher complexity are the changing access sets of concurrent
transactions. Because the access sets of other concurrently running transactions can still
be expanded after a requesting transaction has been blocked, previously non-conflicting
transactions can suddenly conflict with the request. Therefore, we need to record the
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Figure 8.1: Schematic example for sequential accesses under our conflict model
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whole access set of a request when it enters the system. Another option would be to
store a snapshot of the conflict model for every blocked transaction from the time it
was blocked. This would admittedly be even more expensive than keeping track of the
requesting transactions’ access sets.

8.2 Conflict Model

In order to derive a conflict model with sequential locking that is computationally feasible,
we have to alter or drop some of the assumptions we made on the structure of tables and
distribution of accesses (c.f. chapter 4). Replacing the premise that the access sets of
requests are randomly distributed throughout the whole table seems to be the obvious
choice. As we explained previously, it causes the simulation to oscillate between different
blocking states when locks are requested sequentially.

When designing our conflict model, we had considered different access types. Besides our
random access model, we had considered a model where queries request a set of successive
rows. Such a model replicates the behavior of range queries on databases. While the
access model covered by this model distinctly differs from our first conflict model, it also
captures a common access distribution.

n0

Table

Tx 1

Tx 3

Tx 2

i

Figure 8.2: Schematic example for the interval-oriented conflict model

For the purpose of limiting the complexity of our model, it is desirable that the alternate
model abstracts from individual rows as well. Therefore, we model the access set of
transactions as subsets of intervals within the table’s row space superset. We do not make
any assumptions on the relative position of the first and last row requested from a table.
This means that both starting and end point of the interval can be placed anywhere in
the table’s interval domain. A simple example for our interval conflict model can be seen
in figure 8.2. The table is defined as the set of values between 0 and n. Transactions
register their accesses as subsets of the value range {0, ..., n}. When a transaction submits
an access request of size k to the table, a new subset is added to the access set of the
transaction. The database assigns the locks in the transaction’s access request starting
from the minimum row of the subset. In the example, transaction 2 holds two separate
subsets on the table. While transaction 1 and 2 have fully acquired their requested access
set, transaction 3 cannot acquire access to the rows beyond i − 1. Since transaction 2
holds the locks on the rows from i upwards, transaction 3 blocks and has to wait until
transaction 2 is finished.

Unlike for our conflict model where accesses to rows are randomly distributed, transactions
sequentially lock the rows until they encounter the first conflict. The rows accessed by a
transaction aren’t distributed throughout the whole database. Thereby, the set of trans-
actions with which conflicts can occur is limited to the access set interval. Consequently,
we do not have to stochastically determine the overlap between all active transactions.
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Instead, we only have to determine the overlaps of the access request with existing access
set intervals that extend into the request interval. Saving the access interval information
is fully sufficient for determining any future conflicts. If a transaction expands its access
set in the future so that it partially overlaps the blocked transaction’s interval, we can
identify any conflicts using the interval bounds of the request.

The interval conflict model doesn’t make any assumptions on the distribution of access
sets over the table’s domain. The access interval’s lower bound can be individually set for
every transaction, or sampled from a distribution specific to a DataAccessAction instance.
Even though all requests are fixed to a sequential range access, this gives us the possibility
to include non-uniform access patterns into the distribution. Additionally, it allows us to
specify the distribution for every database access independent of other accesses made to
the table they access.

8.3 Conflict Algorithm

Our interval conflict model characterizes accesses in terms of overlaps between intervals.
In order to determine whether a submitted access request conflicts with the access sets
of other transactions, we have to intersect the access request’s interval with the access
intervals of other transactions. This basic intersection problem can be solved efficiently
using interval trees [BCKO08, p. 237] [Ede83].

Input : t:Table, tx:Transaction, k:Integer, i:Integer
Output: canContinue:boolean

1 isConflicting:boolean ← t.intervals.hasOverlap (tx = tx, interval = [i, k]);
2 if isConflicting then
3 overlap:Interval ← t.intervals.getFirstOverlap (tx = tx, interval = [i, k]);
4 accessInterval:Interval ← new AccessInterval (interval =[i, k], conflictingInterval

= overlap);
5 overlap.registerWaiting (waitingInterval = accessInterval);

6 else
7 accessInterval ← AccessInterval (interval =[i, k]);

8 t.intervals.insert (accessInterval);
9 return ¬isConflicting;
Algorithm 8.1: access operation of transaction a on a table t with size k, starting from
point i ∈ {1, ..., |t|}

Algorithm 8.1 determines potential conflicts through a lookup operation on the table’s
interval tree t.intervals. First, line 1 determines whether the intervals, which make up the
access sets of all active transactions, overlap with the access request’s interval [i, k]. If
there is an overlap, then line 3 requests the overlapping interval accessInterval with the
numerically smallest lower interval bound. Afterward, a new AccessInterval is created
that represents the access request made by tx. The AccessInterval assigns the interval
from i to the lower bound of accessInterval to the transaction. Pending access requests are
registered with the overlapping interval’s owner and have to wait until the owner releases
its access intervals. In case the request doesn’t overlap with any other intervals, it is
granted full access to the requested interval (cf. line 7). Finally, the new AccessInterval

is inserted into the interval tree that contains the access sets on table t, and the algorithm
returns whether the access request conflicts with any other active transactions.

Once a transaction releases its access intervals, we look up the first interval that was
registered as waiting on it in line 5. Then, we expand that interval as far as requested
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by the transaction within the released interval’s range. In case the transaction’s request
interval extends beyond the released interval, we repeat the access operation for the
remaining interval range. If the transaction thereby manages to acquire all of its requested
rows, it can be resumed. Otherwise, it remains blocked.
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9. Conclusion

In this thesis we proposed an approach that integrates the prediction of transactional
behavior with an architectural model for performance prediction. While carried out for
the Palladio Component Model and its EventSim simulator, we believe our abstraction
of transactional accesses and conflicts to be applicable to other performance prediction
approaches as well. Section 9.1 summarizes our results and insights we gained. Lastly, we
propose aspects to be tackled by future work in section 9.2.

9.1 Summary

We developed a stochastic conflict model for predicting lock conflicts between concurrent
transactions. It is designed based on the rigorous two-phase locking (R2PL) protocol.
Defining a representative conflict model is complicated because access distribution are
seldom known at design time. Even if detailed information on the access distributions
was available, taking them into account would complicate the definition of a computa-
tionally affordable conflict model. Hence, we assume accesses on a table to be randomly
distributed. By abstracting from database rows as individually defined entities, we enable
the prediction of lock contention effects on large databases. Using multivariate hypergeo-
metric distributions, conflicts between transactions are determined. We then group rows
with identical characteristics into conflict objects. Thereby, all properties of the access
set that have an impact on lock contention are preserved. Transactions can continuously
expand their access set through successive database operations. Every operation is char-
acterized solely by its access type, the accessed database tables and the number of rows.

An extension to PCM’s meta-model was designed that enables suitable stakeholders in
Palladio’s design process to specify transactional properties and the entity design of the
modeled software system’s persistence layer. We respect PCM’s role model, but opted
against fully integrating all database modeling concerns with PCM’s existing model views.
Instead, the database is characterized in the new entitymapping view. It combines cross-
cutting concerns of usage and deployment environment modeling.

In order to allow system-level performance predictions for the PCM enhanced with trans-
actional concepts, we couple a separate conflict simulator with EventSim. EventSim del-
egates the evaluation of our newly added TransactionAction and DataAccessAction to
our conflict simulator. The simulator uses our conflict model to determine whether a
database operation issued by a transaction causes it to block.
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Finally, we evaluated the integrated simulator against MySQL’s locking behavior. A simple
contention benchmark from the OLTPBenchmark [CDPCM08] was employed. The bench-
mark runs a closed workload on the database. Every service call triggered by the workload
submits a transaction that updates a random set of rows and then blocks them for another
second. While the simulator’s predictions resembled the measured results reasonably well
for low to moderate lock contention, we encountered a large disparity for scenarios with
high contention between transactions. The gap between predictions and measurements
could be traced to a difference in the lock acquisition policy of our conflict model and
MySQL’s database engine InnoDB. Retrofitting the corresponding PCM model to emulate
InnoDB’s sequential locking policy, we managed to derive promising performance predic-
tion results. The adaptation isn’t a feasible solution due to its complexity and wrongly
predicted deadlocks. However, its higher conformity with the results measured on InnoDB
suggest that our simulator’s conflict model is built upon a valid abstraction of 2PL. We
motivated why this sequentiality cannot be incorporated in our conflict model. The the-
sis concludes with the outline of a computationally feasible conflict model built around a
sequential access policy.

9.2 Future Work

In this section, we present starting points for future work we have identified during the
course of this thesis.

• Our conflict simulator could be integrated with a query execution simulator to obtain
comprehensible and precise performance prediction results. It only predicts the im-
pact lock contention has on the execution behavior of software systems. Even though
we model database operations, our simulator doesn’t account for resource demands
caused by executing database operations on the DBMS. As suggested by Merkle
[Mer13], we could couple our conflict simulator with a query demand simulator to
form a more complete picture of the database operations’ performance implications.

We focused on the performance impact of concurrency control within a centralized
database. In distributed databases, distributed concurrency control [WV02, p. 673
ff.] is applied to ensure consistency over multiple database servers. The performance
impact of data distribution could be incorporated in a third model, on top of our
conflict model and a query performance prediction model.

• The conflict simulator could be evaluated on larger architectural models. We only
explored some of its fundamental behavior using a basic model instance. It still needs
to be explored how accurate the simulator is for more complex database interactions.
As the performance of query execution also impacts the overall performance, accurate
predictions for realistic models can only be derived after we have integrated the lock
contention simulator with a query execution simulator.

Our simulator’s conflict model provides an abstraction of the contention that results
from database access under R2PL. Other concurrency control techniques, such as
multi-versioning or timestamp-ordering are not supported by our conflict model. In
order to accurately predict the performance of different DBMS, additional concur-
rency control models have to be devised. The different concurrency control methods
could be set in a PCM extension on the basis of individual database tables. Addition-
ally, our abstraction of concurrency control could support different isolation levels.
Section 2.4.3 pointed out that higher levels of isolation are accompanied by higher
contention between transactions. Therefore, the conflict models need to account for
the isolation level in order to derive meaningful predictions.
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• Different deadlock resolution policies could be implemented within the conflict sim-
ulator. Currently, the simulator aborts a transaction after it has exceeded a timeout
value. The simulator then continues with the next action after the aborted trans-
action. Prospectively, these timed out transactions could be resubmitted a limited
number of times before being aborted. Another conceivable enhancement to our
conflict simulator is the simulation of a deadlock prevention protocol.

• Different access distributions could be explored regarding their suitability for mod-
eling database operations on an architectural level. We assume all data accesses on
a table to be uniformly distributed. Depending on a database table’s usage context
and profile, different access distributions can be observed. It needs to be evaluated
whether this is the most fitting data access distribution for predicting performance
on an architectural level. Another option would be to define the distribution of table
accesses in our entitymapping view. Then, different distributions could be defined
depending on the expected access patterns.

In section 3.2.2 we discussed the b-c access model outlined by Tay [TGS85]. The
author showed that any random access model for a database can be extended to
differentiate two groups of tuples with different access probabilities and cardinali-
ties. We can already achieve this by constructing a specialized model instance of
PCM extended by our conflict model. Nevertheless, the b-c access model could be
integrated with our model extension to simplify the modeling of access distributions.

• Another point that requires further exploration is the tradeoff between the conflict
model’s accuracy and complexity. While our conflict model generally is more space-
efficient than the lock manager of regular databases, there are cases for which the
conflict model degrades. For very high contention levels caused by a high number of
transactions, our model has no spatial benefit over the lock manager of a DBMS that
operates on individual rows. We highlighted this in section 4.3.2.3 via experiments.

We could reduce the complexity of our conflict algorithm through optimizations, and
by relaxing some of our model’s constraints. Currently our conflict algorithm cal-
culates the overlap with all conflict objects using hypergeometric sampling. Instead
of considering all conflict objects for overlaps with a submitted access request, we
could limit the conflict space to a subset of all the conflict objects.

• This thesis proposes an explicit, imperative transaction modeling in PCM. If trans-
actions are to be modeled declaratively or implicitly [Mer13], PCM has to be ex-
tended to incorporate them. In the case of declaratively demarcated transactions,
this requires an automated analysis process that converts component annotations to
database operations. Implicit transaction demarcation requires the definition of a
set of rules, based on which a specifically developed model transformation can inject
a PCM model instance with transactions.
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